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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----

Good morning,  welcome, this is the church of truth this morning, the Sunday morning, so 
you know,there are many ways to worship, there are many ways to honor humanity on god, this is 
one way to do it. So you should be commanded to get up bed earlier on Sunday morning, you are 
infore a rare tree today folks.

I think one of the things the conference really spells out is : what are you for doing today?, as 
we know, I mean, they are our hope, we have to pass the torch, if you excuse the expression, to our 
young people today. They are the ones, that need to keep this going, and of course you know, we 
need our thanks to our forefathers for truth movements, or our fore mothers in the truth movement, 
who have gathered us to  this point.  Without  them, there is a good chance, we will not even be 
allowed to meet here at UT today, to have the discussion, that we are going to hear all day today.

So, let's honor the people, who gather us here, let's honor the people, who are going to take 
us home. One of the people, that I speak off, is one of the generation X, as they re called, sometimes 
generation Y or Z. Myself I am from the sonic boomer generation, I'm not a baby boomer and I am 
not a generation X, one of this people, is Daniel Abrahamson and his false flags news.

Daniel really gives me hope, that we are going to win this thing, he is just an exhaustive 
comprehensive researcher,  he works extremely hard, he goes to  college, he lives his life, he is a 
musician and an artist, a researcher, runs a website, does a radio programme on the one you know 
JCM radio network Monday night at 7 o'clock here central time.
He is a free launcher journalist, researcher, musician, college student, JCM radio, he is the creator of 
falseflagsnews.com, and multifaceted website, addressing issues related to false flag terrorism and 
the new world order in general. 
I am constantly blowing away, just when you think, you 've heard it all, you ve read it all, you listen 
to Daniel Abrahamson, and you know that there is something to learn. 
So without further  overdue, I 'd like to  call my friend, my colleague, your speaker this morning 
Daniel Abrahamson, pull it together ! 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----

Thank you for the warm introduction. 

See how it is going out of there, do you think we can see the screen on there, guys, oh I can touch 
touch this, alright cool. 

So, thank you everybody for coming out this morning, it was difficult for me too to wake up 
as well, so heu I definitely appreciated, I appreciated the martial, thank you very much. 
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Alright, so I would speak more, I want to give you an introduction story, I wish I have a time to  
flash out things more, but there are too much to talk about right now. 

You have got good microphones levels ? I think we have to take this cellphone out now, 
sorry Bradley, after our lesson special start, but I just want to start right now by talking, about what I 
see as the « global breakdown ».

I think a lot of the time, we have done as a movement,  we talked about Sept 11th. What 
happened ? Was it a control demolition ? People talk about  the pentagon, people talk about  the 
hijackers, trained in USA airforce base, people talk about insider truck trays, people talk about the 
thousands of different points from where we looked at it suggests, now what the  government is 
telling us is a complete lie. 

What is appearing is the pattern, a pattern of terrorism, created by government agencies 
to mind control you, to really mind control the world, to make you think, that there is a threat, a 
threat of the other, and if we don't fight this threat, if we don't invade, if we don't create a police 
state, if we don't take over the world's oil, we will all perish. 

So, I think, we have done a real good job in flashing out the research points, which 
show how Set 11th happens, but I think we need to look a little bit more to why it happens, and 
really where we are going from here. 
Constantly, we are saying, there is a threat of another terror attack, they may hit us again. Cheney 
and its faction are talking about nuclear war against Iran. Why are they doing that ? Why will cause 
these men, who basically have the goose gold right now ? And one of the most profane question, that 
I am asked by people : who are not into this stuff is at least if we are having all this, if there is really a 
Bildelberg group, if there is really a CFR, if they really have a complete command control over 
the system, why blow up ?, why kill the golden goose ? 

I mean, they have their luck right now, what will compeal these men to risk basically nuclear 
annihilation, and that is, what I am saying, false flags terrorism mind disease, is maybe a measure of 
desesperation, that is not a show of strength, that is a show of US empire on the brink of collapse, a 
US economy, that is collapsing and the twilight of US hegemony, the twilight of British hegemony, 
the breakdown of the anglo-american finance system, that has run the world for hundred of years, the 
Federal reserve is in big trouble, the bank of England is in big trouble, the derivatives are in big 
troubles, and our military is in enormous trouble, so I am hoping, that I will flash out all these topics 
after it now.

The big question is : how false flags terrorism happen ?

We've done a great job with that, I am not saying stop the research, I am saying, why does it happen, 
in some specific case on 911. There are some reasons, I will flash out today, I believe there is a 
stalled agenda. They haven't done very well with the free trade of the american agreement.

They are not doing a tremendous job in implementing KAFTA. They wanted to have the new 
world order,  the global government  by the year  2000.  They are behind schedule.  There is an 
economic crisis right now with the dollar, that is in collapse. So bad, that the government want to 
proper it up, and of course we are seeing  NATO weakness, with the  emergence of Russia and 
China dominant players in the world scene, world's energy scene, world's currencies scene, and 
certainly the military and space weaponry scene.

Just to flash to a couple of more things, and I promise, that I will flash them out fully, they 
want the Middle East and Central Asian hydrocarbons, that means liquefying natural gas and oil. 
It's true it is a war for oil. It is not because of peak oil, but this is war for oil and natural gas. That is 
also a war for Israel, and that is not anti-semantic to talk about this. 
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We'd better to stand up to the intimidation of groups, like the ADL. The media says, that we 
talk about the fact, that Israel is directing large parts of American foreign policy, that is somehow 
anti-semantic, that is anti-jewish to talk about it, that is a lie. That is a manipulation technique to 
not talk about, who is really influencing our policy, which is a lot of members of the Likud party in 
Israel, and so also a breakdown of the  Federal reserve, and the  debt of the industrial complex, 
which ties with the $ breakdown, and the death of the petro-dollar, which I'm going to flash out. 

They  try  to  push  the  North  American  Union, calling  it  the  security  and  prosperity 
agreement, that is going to make you secure, free, and prosperous, and use this Orwellian language 
to push basically, that this solution of the United States the breakdown of our borders, drug moving 
to, human trafic moving through, guns moving through, look I am a second member person, but I 
think that we don't want to, you know the possibility of making real nuclear weapons moving, and 
what if there is a real terrorist group, you know not having water security means, that  there are 
going to have more drug flows, more human trafficants, some will go to the slave sex labory of 
Danko for which I want to talk about.

Spike in government drug dealing, the police state and the prison-industrial complex, we 
need to talk about drugs, they play both in, these ship the drugs in, and they will have a wag and hot 
prison, make you work for 70 cents an hour, and that is a war, being stagged to all the work class to 
the drug wars, and most importantly, it is the end game against Russia and China, I think we'd 
better see that 911 is the beginning, not in the middle East war, although it is, but really an end game 
against Russia and China. We'd better see this complex coming up, this is World World III coming 
together, I want to show you, how the chess pieces are coming together, how the chess piece are 
going to play out new technologies. 

You want to know who is behind 911 ?, I will show you the factions, a lot of them are 
related  to  the  space  war faction of  this  country,  and  those  who  are  manipulating  the  genetic 
engineering,  nanotechnology, robotics,  artificial intelligence,  cognitive science,  and merging these 
together to create, what they call the hive mind system, their words not mine. 

Hive mind system brain implant in your head, this is not conspiracy, I have the documents 
National Science fondation, when they talked about that, and of course I don't want to give you fear. 

I mean this movement has enough fear to last us one thousand years. Fear mongering is a 
dying thing in this movement. I will try to offer solution, because I don't want to tell you we are 
screwed.
What I am going to, we may end up and just give up, right ? Ok, so I will try to give you some good 
solutions. 

It is getting dry here, I am going to take a couple of drinks of water, it happens, you will have to forgive me. 
Look I just want now to speak about the present situation right now, I am going to come into all that I promise, 
but we are going to talk about, where we are right now.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----

We often speak about Irak, and we say : “well, Irak is a disaster, they really bundled, but I 
think, we should just flashed out, where we are with Irak, and how it relies with Iran. 
What is amazing to me is the vast majority of the Americans have now turned against the war in Irak. 
I don't think necessarily this means that most Americans are  becoming anti-war, they are anti-
losing. That is the point scared to make, they are not against the slaughter of the 700 000 people, the 
length is saying that is 750 000 – that was almost one year ago. 
British numbers are saying about 600 000, and of course, that is not counting the depleted uranium, 
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which has  created  a  radioactive  Hiroschima in that  country,  with  a  half life  of  billion of  years 
increasing cancers, leucemia, which will come far after our forces will leave  who knows ? Maybe all 
the region will be just wiped out and our soldiers come back with that, but I think the American 
people are against losing. I think, if we were winning this war, they will say : “wah wah”, supporting 
the genocide, the same way, that some people are saying : “shunk them all, let's shunk them all these 
arabs”. So I don't think, it is a moral compunction, but I think, it is interesting people have turned 
against it. 

What is happening right now ? These are building 13 permanent military bases just for the 
global war against terror, the long war. It's the long war, but what are they doing ? These are going 
to be used as launch base into Syria, into Libanon, into Iran, into Algeria, Etiopia, Somalia, Turkey, 
wherever they need to go next. The neo-conservatives have a list of 180 countries, they think about 
all of them. You know, we talked a lot about Iran, you know what interest them ? Kasakhstan, I' ll 
talk about that? 

Another thing, the  Irak surge,  they say, it is going to  be a surge of 20 000 troops, it is 
actually being 40 to 50 000s, mainstream, and they are going to be here for years. Now they say 
well, we said that we will let them going in the summer and in general case, it's the same, in fact we 
will need them past the summer, and we are going actually to put 13 000 more in there. So the surge 
is around 50 000, don't be deceived by the numbers, the number always lies, it's always even worse 
of what they are showing, it's bad enough, you know.

The Iraki exports for oil have been completely shut down, and that's artificial scarcity to spike 
oil prices. They want a 100$ a barril of oil, I am going to flash that out. 
They are balkanizing the region, via an engineered civil war, Jack X talked about this point.

P2OG, if we've a  look  into  this,  we need  to  look into  a  program,  P2OG,  I  encourage 
everyone out of there, people who are going to watch that, are new to, with 911 conspiracies are a 
joke, I empoor you P2OG with the government, says we want to stimulate reactions in the muslim 
world, create false flags terror attacks. No they don't say false flags, they say we want to create real 
terrorism, and have real terrorist groups to  respond with. They are trying to  create a balkanized 
region in Irak  by having wars  between sunnis,  Shiites and Kurds  and some of  other  minorities 
religious, but here are the main, etc.

So, it was the incidents with the British SAS, they dressed up as a bench of arab bombers, 
and try to bomb a mosque, and they got broken out in a prison after that, not a lot of press on it, but 
it did happen, and you can find reports on this, if you go on google. So we talk about  Shiites and 
Sunnis have been at war for ever, this is just really a civil war, and this is a engineered civil war and 
they want to partition Irak into 3 parts, and you see : was this always the plan ?

Other partition into 3 parts, because it is not going well, because they bundled it, right ? 
Look into the map, and probably touch down this little bit after it ? This is Bernard Lewis's, he was 
one of the neo-cons main mastermind, and he said the goal is « to divide, conquer, and re-draw ». 

And they are breaking, as you can see, we can bring out of there Irak into 3 parts, breaking 
Iran into different parts, and having an expanded Syria, and break Syria a little bit,  an expanded 
Jordan, we are talking about breaking down Afghanistan into little bits, like Pachtounistan, the same 
with a break on Pakistan and have a Baluchstan region as well. How do you do this ?

Let's do another map, that is another neo-con architect, his name is Ralph Peters and he says 
the secret to History, History dirty little secret is « ethnic cleansing works ». 

Those are his words, « ethnic cleansing works », openly the clearing. In this map, you see a Sunni 
Irak, an Arab Shiit state, a free Kurdistan, which they are going to chop off from Turkey there. This 
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is their plan, it has been always their plan, and this is not a result of a civil war, this is why the civil 
war happens. They want sectarian violence, thus Sunnis,  Shiits don't unite against the  evil unified 
occupying force, which are murdering men and women and children. 
This is a criminal occupation. I mean, we support the troops, I guess we don't want them to die. I 
don't support this war. I don't even think, we can comprehend, how many people have died there. 
What's 700 000 lives ?
I mean, this is statistic. I can't wear in my mind around it, I don't think any of us can. We cry the 
tragedy one  person, I mean the kind of slaughter, that has been done to these people, because they 
sit on oil ressources, it's just behind comprehension, and this is the plan right now, balkanize.

So there is a problem now, the civil war has  gone out of control. They don't  have total 
control, They think, we can engineer this civil war, and these arabs will be on each other throats, but 
now, they don't know on which side to play, they armed the Shiits with the Salvador option, and now 
Cheney says : wait a minute, maybe we have done a mistake, now we are going to arm the sunnis, 
right, now they are going with the Saudia Arabian coalition, arming rebel groups in Lebanon, and 
they are saying, that is going to be our way to do it now, we are arming sunnis in Syria as well. 

The problem is by doing this, you know by playing both sides, even exacerbating it, and I 
think, it is out of control for them. I don't think these guys are masterminds. 
I just think neo-cons are bottlers. I think this banning the Iraki army, by the  CPA problem was a 
disastrous mistake. 

Let's be honest you put 200 or 300 000 guys, who were unemployed, who have been walking 
on the streets of Irak, there is your resistance. I mean you want to know, where the resistance is 
coming from, it is mostly sunni, that's cause of the CPA disbanded the army. 
So I don't think these guys are masterminds. They either are incompetents, they are evil, I take their 
means, that any points, I don't think, they are overwhelmingly competent. The supply line in Bagdad 
had been cut right now. The surge has no cut troops deaths. I would go more into that. 

In Afghanistan, the Taliban resurgence cannot be stopped, even with NATO troops coming 
there. That is not working either and many of the CIA war lords, who control the country and the 
country's opium crops, and that is to say the CIA's opium crops are in danger of losing power right 
now. And  Hamid Karzai has only 5% domain is Kaboul. That means, he doesn't run anything, he 
doesn't run Afghanistan any more, that I run Austin Texas, because I am on a stage here, you know, 
and that is what it is it is a stage. It is stage man, the all world is control punctually. 

Additionally, touch on this one the other day, in  Lebanon Israel has been humiliated in 
Lebanon. People don't realize that. They used  white phosphorous bombs on men, women, and 
children's, they used cluster bombs, these things don't explode for a while. And, so you can walk 
along southern Lebanon,  I  mean,  the  region is inhabitable  now,  and they say it  was  a  war  on 
Hezbola. No, no, no, no it's a war on Lebanon, it is a war on Arabian independence. It is a war to 
destroy any countries. And sometimes, it is not even that, the country posed a threat, it is more a 
genocidal, a racial agenda on a part of a radical israelis, people in the Kadima, the Likud party. The 
people, who believed that, Arabs have not right to exist, that they are lower forms of life, that these 
people deserve to be killed. 

And of course, what is the neo-cons – Pentagone solution to hold all this ? To all this military 
disastrous ? 
“Double down”, I say they 're like generic game gamblers. You've seen it like in the movies, when 
the guy just keeps losing, and he says double down, double down,..., double down. He is like the 
generic gambers, who can't go away from the casino table. 
So what do they do ? 

Irak surge jump into Iran. And if you don't think, that these troops haven't been put there 
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near the border for Iran. I've got another thing coming for you, some of them are in Bagdad not all 
of them, but a lot go along the border. This is the preparation for ground forces to occupy Iran. They 
think that they can really invade,  but maybe after we bomb it, we can occupy the oil region in 
Kurgistan, so my thesis right now, peple say :

Are we going to have war with Iran ? I mean, I walk around, and I say to people do you 
think that we are going to have war with Iran, I am interested, what do you think ? I am even not 
just doing this to myself, we are at war with Iran right now. 

Colonel Sam Gardiner, who was a top air force general went on CNN, and said there have 
been operations by intelligence agencies inside Iran since 2006 – no joke.

Seymour Hersh,  the new yorker magazine said the CIA, Pentagon, Mossad and MI6 are 
funding  and  training  terrorist  campaigns,  who  are  the  terrorists  running  around.  This  is  the 
Moudjahidin, who are on the state department terrorism watch list, on the western Iraki border. They 
have encouraged  PKK and Kurdistan Free life party in southern  Turkey, and northern Irak, their 
presence is growing so fast, the Turks are now shelling North of Irak, and you go on google, and 
you type : “Turks shell Northern Irak”. That's how bad the plan is getting, even Turkey is feeling 
strained by how much of growth it has been in the PKK. 

They are training Baluchi tribesmen from East Pakistan, hey remember that map, I 've shown 
you, and you saw a free Baluchistan, that's the deal, it has been cut : you help us take over Iran, and 
we will slice off bits of Pakistan, how does that sound ? Divide, conquer, balkanize. That is how they 
do at the bribed people. They have Azeri rebels in North of Iran, who have been bribed off, and of 
course the biggest population, who has been bribed off, is the arab population of Khuzestan. What's 
Khuzestan, or the Arabian province ?

That is, where the minority arab population is in Iran, it is also, where 90% of the oil wealth 
is located, 90% of the oil fields are in a small south West portion of Iran, known as Khuzestan, right 
on Persian gulf right there, and that is where the oil fields are. So they need to rally all this people, it 
is very convenient for the neo-cons. There is a large arab minority population there, and there have 
been a number of bus, pipelines bombings there, I want to talk about this. So, it is not the brink of 
this sort of covert war, because it is more Iran conscience right ? Where we have take conscience to 
murder women and children. 

We are on the brink of a nuclear war. Now, what of the thing, which is bothering me is, I 
have to, you know I spent all my days researching and I have to go my line and see them say : “2 
carrier groups in the Gulf”. 

There are 2 carrier groups in the Gulf, see the number lies. I will tell you a little bit of the 
truth.  It  is always worse,  almost,  it  is 5  carrier  groups.  Go  on  line and research,  I  encourage 
everyone of you there. Maybe my information is wrong, it is not but, go on websites, I mean, I 
encourage you, go on the Nemetz's website, but the ones, which are not talked by, are the Boxer and 
the Bataan strike group. Go on their own websites. In fact you go on the USS Boxer website, a day 
ago, picture from just a few days ago, we are on the Persian gulf, they have got the soldiers their 
dealing stuff, the submarines. This is great you know, but the media doesn't cover it, but their own 
website does. 
So what's going on ? So we have the USS Nemitz, the USS Stennis, the Boxer, the Bataan strike 
group and the French carrier group, that's 5 by my number. Although it does never match with mine. 

There are hundreds of attack planes, and helicopters, missiles, submarines, minesweepers. 
The attack according to Colin Gordon is going to be launch from Bulgaria and Romania, where the 
B2 bombers will refuel and drop their nuclear munitions. 

Now when the troops are arriving ? I've just gone on line to their own websites, and their 
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comment is earlier June, so when the attacks are coming ? So Colin Gordon is saying the last days 
before the attack the troops will arrive in Bulgaria. Ok so let's looked to May-June. And if it doesn't 
happen, don't come to me and say : “ you say it was going to happen and it didn't happen”, but I 
mean yes, we are living on the brink of the apocalypse right now. We are surfing on the edge of the 
apocalypse. That is not a joke. Look, I can be dead serious, Colin Gordon represents a faction within 
the military, that doesn't want it to  happen. He is trying to  warn us. We have to take him really 
seriously. There are possible flyovers from the arab United Arab Emirates and Qatar, these are the 2 
countries on the gulf cooperation council, that have been bribed off by Israel and the US. 

They are also going to use the Diego Garcia base in Indian ocean, where they are going to 
have the B2 bombers come and drop the nuclear munition for this planned genocide, against the 
Iranian's  people.  70  millions  out  of  them are  going  to  suffer  from this,  because  they have  the 
unfortunate fate of sitting on mass gas and oil ressources. 

We are also speaking about an Israeli strike, potentially nuclear according to  Ehud Olmert 
and Avigdor Lieberman. The IDF and I say the « retired » mossad, yes, really retired mossad, you 
know anything about the Mossad.

Victor Ostrovsky, you know,  nobody retires  from  Mossad.  We are  talking about  1500 
targets right now. I think the idea in the media is well 50 to  100 targets, no no no no, it is 15 
hundred. They are going to bomb the nuclear plants, right create a new global “Tchernobo”. They 
also going to bomb the chemical plants, the industrial plants, I mean that country, when the neo-cons 
like xxx says packing up, packing up, packing a lot, yeah they probably get what they want, if this 
plan goes through. That's why, it is imperative, that we stop them. 

A couple of more things here I said, generals are  warning a military collapse. I've got a 
touch by general Gardener, how do we know about some of this stuff ? There is a group within the 
Joint Chiefs right now, and that's freaking out, I mean, it is not just me, I mean, I am not a military 
expert. They probably know a lot more about losing wars right now, they say our military is at the 
brink. Did you see Time magazine about a week ago ? Which said our military is at the brink, we 
can't fight another war. There is a group, who tries to warn us, there is rebellion even within the 
ranks of the military. There is insurrection in the lower ranks in Irak right now. There is rumor of 
mutine and certainly some of the top ranks, they cannot keep together. 

A couple of more things, they put 16 F16 fighters in the Incirlik base in southern Turkey, 
southern Turkey right above North of Iran, that's a sign that the invasion is coming. Another thing, 
they had 4 plane crashes since 2001 with revolutionary guard members on board, killing hundreds of 
them. 

Sorry wandering the crisis for say awkward : how can we ,  what are you doing ? Show 
peace, and you know, that they are trying to put the trap on you, it's true, I wish he hadn't done it, 
but since 2001, could you imagine, if 4 US military planes blew up, killing hundreds of our troops, 
and it is not just troops, it is top intelligence chiefs, top people within the military, top commanders. 
They murdered, executed by having their plane blow. You look out of the size of the planes, big 
circles on the plane. These things blown out of the sky with the munition inside. You know it is quite 
clear, Iranees are aware of this, there has been an assassination of a top Iranian nuclear scientist, 
abduction of top Iranian diplomats, who have been tortured by the way, water boiled. They had got 
the skin ripped off, they had got their finger nails ripped off. 

In fact in the recent case with the 15 abducted UK soldiers, they released a diplomat from 
Iran, who came back with torture marks all over him, very nice what's happening to top level Iranian 
diplomats. Pipelines and bus bombings in Khughestan, which I talked about, well you got to take 
their oil, so you have to bomb their pipelines to get the region all fired up. 
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Iran Freedom Support Act, passed in October 2006, this begins the investigation, and really 
cut off many Iranian banks, the top Iranian banks cannot longer function within the international 
finance system. This is economic warfare against the people of Iran. So these retired generals are 
warning us of disaster,  that's Gen  Hoar,  Kern,  Zinni,  Odom and many more,  these are top level 
people, these are top level marines. 
− Zinni was the top commander marine in Irak.
− Odom was a top NSA guy. This is the military industrial complex thing, even we are scared about 

this.
I mean these people are so crazy, we think that they are going to blow up the world. 

What are they always saying ? Irak is bad enough, don't go into Iran. 

There is rumor of resignation within Joint Chiefs Staff, establishing as many of 6 people could 
resign. That's from Robert Parry, who was the top Iran conference investigator and journalist. Wayne 
White, from the State department warns a nuclear, of course I've spelled it like Bush there, nuclear, I 
should have said nucleer,  nuclear  attack  is imminent,  and of course we have the  warning from 
Zbigniew Brzezinski, who in Feb 07 says : “they might engineer something; they might do an attack, 
they may stage something on American soil and try to get this done” 

So what's the potential a Gulf of Tonkin or USS Liberty ?

And I didn't mean to do this, but I do want to say I have never talked about the Liberty- look 
at the Liberty in 1967, you begin to understand the History of Israeli force false flag terrorism, I 
also encourage people to look up the Havana affair and put “Al Qaeda cells in Israel”, which have 
been broken up and have found Mossad agents in them. So it is around the end game war. I will 
argue it is. it is a normally continuation of policy in the Middle East. 

This is the beginning of a radical new break for a world war. 
The CIA has judged Iran to be 9 years away from the bomb, and even radical think tanks said, there 
is 3 years away. Think about that. So there is the nuclear threat, the substantial, (pardon me) threat, 
that  Iran will get us. It is mainly largely just a faction. The  IAEA says Iran's nuclear program is 
completely within the rules, but it is decrepit, it is breaking down, the centerfugees when they spin, 
they disintegrate, the doc of Germany says : we have got these working power plants, that is largely 
propaganda for internal consumption of the Iranian people. 

The  propaganda  source  of  these  nuclear  rumors  :  Iran-Syria  Operation  group,  that  is 
Abraham Shomsky, that is William Woosley. That is the  gludiest fight network of the israelis who 
pumped up into this stuff out, to get into the  OSP, and the same people, who layed out the full 
propaganda, manufacture case for war like :  Donald Faith. That  network is now working in the 
SIOG pushing the same garbage, with the same journalists, and the same newspapers, and the same 
control propaganda, telling you : “be afraid, they will get you now, or we lie to you, but we are really 
being serious this time, and we swear, just believe us please” 

Now, what are the 3 reasons, why this is happening ? 

Number # 1: israeli blackmail and threats to invade, Abbie X came here in January ,and said 
to Bush, either you invade in the next 6 months, or we will. 
How does that sound ? I mean the breeziness of Israel. I will talk about that.

#2 : Iran is switching from $ to Iranian's rials and to € for oil paiement, and this is a big 
deal. That is what Sadam Hussein did before the invasion, he took the oil for food program, and 10 
billions of dollars, and start to put it into €. Nononono, you don't do that, because that is a major 
pressure on this weaken currency. That is another reason, why it is happening.
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And #3 : Iran represents the military foothold, and the diplomatic foothold, and the currency 
foothold for Russia and China in the Middle East. 
Who is arming Iran right now ? 
Russia and China. That is a backdoor to WW3 or WW4 as they call it. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----

Israel, there are managing the “clean break”. Here is a picture from the Israel Supreme court, 
you see the Osin eye pyramid there, and their rise for the cold symbolism, it is an amazing thing to 
look at. So Israeli tail wags the dog, a lot of people say : “well Israel is just a puppet state, Israel 
doesn't run anything”. I am saying the tail sometimes wags the dog. It is not just, that they are our 
puppet state, I think that Israel on many ways is directing American foreign policy, right now. 

They are receiving at least 3 billion $ a year in US aid. That's a guaranty economic loan, but 
a lot of that is just military, it is just weapon systems, that is given basically free order to the Israelis. 
In 1996, it was a document, I'm sure some of you are familiar with it called the  “clean break”, 
which is produced by the neo-con Likud radicals,  calling for agression against  Irak,  Iran, Syria, 
Lebanon, and expanded settlements in Gaza, and the West Bank. Basically saying, we are going to 
push the Palestinians out in the river. 

How that sounds ? 

There are the same people, who are pushing for war in Irak, the Office of Special Plan, it is 
Ledeen,  Perle,  Feith,  Wurmsen,  Shulsky,  Elliot Cohen,  Luti,  Gingrich, these people are quiet from 
the same Kabal, who are putting together the “clean break” document.

After 911, these people are heading something called the Office of Special Plan, you want to 
know, where the propaganda is coming from, it was the OSP, and it was an israeli conduit.

Uk Guardian has reported into their article “the spies who pushed for war”. There was a 
sister conduit in Sharon's work cabinet. Xxxx, back and forth the result of this is going to be AIPAC 
the major israeli lobby, the biggest israeli lobby. And 2 individuals Keith Wiessman and Steve Rosen 
are currently on trial under the espionnage act, for passing classified info back and forth, between an 
individuals named Larry Franklin. 

Who is Larry Franklin ? 

The top Iran analyst on the OSP, to see all this stuff beginning to steam roll. It is all related 
back to an israeli espionnage network, which is still in United States operating. 
Something called “MEGA”, back in 1990's there is top spy never identified for Israel, such talk about 
the incredible reach of this israeli lobby. 

Well  PNAC, we talk about the Project for a New American Citizen, and its great job for 
them, but the Project for a New American Century was loaded with Israeli hawks, and Israel first 
crowd (Feith,  and  Dov Zakheim,  Elliot Abrams).  You've got  the influence in the war of  JINSA 
(Jewish Institute for National and Security Affairs). 

Who sits on their board ? 

Cheney, Bolton, Ledeen, Feith, Perle, Woolsey. 

So you see a trend beginning to emerge here. JINSA was so powerful that Colin Powell said recently 
during an interview, that Donald Rumsfeld was the JINSA crowd. 
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The JINSA crowd, there is a vast influence of the Israel lobby, which breaks themselves out 
to make them seem like, if they have diminished their power. 

There is AIPAC and  AEI (American Enterprise Institute), WINEP (Washington Institute for 
a Near East Policy), ADL (Anti Defamation League),  CSIS (Center for Strategic and International 
Study) and the Hoover Institute. That is just some of them. I just wanted to flash a few of them. 

You also have the Defense Policy Board, being run by Richard Perle, a major  israeli lobby, a 
major mole for Israel. Major war planning by Paul Wolfowitz, who is described in Israeli newspapers 
as liberally pro-Israel, you know completely pro-Israel.

Dov Zakheim, who was on the PNAC document, and also the individual who helps loose $3 
trillion in the Pentagon,  is a  dual citizen of  Israel.  He was also  operating at  Systems Planning 
Incorporate, before hand running remote control flight software, but that is all I will say about that. I 
don't know what that means...

DHS,  Chertoff for the department of father's land security, is also a  dual citizen of Israel. 
Again you see a power beginning to emerge here with the head of Home and Land security, which I 
want to talk about “The Espionnage rings”, as they do dual citizens, it is very convenient. 

And the AIPAC is forcing the democrats to remove the Iran authorization from the latest 
Defense bill. The congress was saying it, we want authorization before you go into Iran. We are not 
saying it's wrong, we are not going to do it, but you'd better to tell us first, we vote on it, that is,  
why we retain the power. AIPAC came in and topple all see, we give you the instruction : “pull this 
out” it's go on, pass the bill, no rival for Iran.

Israel espionnage in the US, it is ok to talk about that. Don't worry, it's ok, it is not anti-
semantic. It's ok, that is real, that is factual, that is AP, this is History. 

The  art  student  spy  ring was  operating  in  2000/2001,  probably  before  then,  where 
hundreds of Israelis were arrested, interrogated and deported by the  DEA. Go on google it. You 
think, I am somehow weird, go on google for yourself, and you will find it : AP, New York times, all 
over the place. The New York times didn't cover it as much, as they would have, kind of funny that 
they didn't  do  it,  hey ?  They attempted  to  penetrate  military bases,  power  plants,  government 
agencies. 

And of course, there is a link to 911, where Mossad operatives were videotaping the attack in 
New Jersey, and were arrested. They were part of the “Urban movers” company, which was a major 
front linked to the spy ring. They cleaned out their offices within days.  Mossad agents have being 
followed allegated hijackers around Florida. Often living a few houses away, that's from the Sunday 
Herald. A few houses away from the hijackers of Florida or allegated hijackers. 

Where were the key officers ? I don't know what do you think ? 

Maybe,  there  is  also  report  from Fox  news,  that  AMDOCS and  Comverse, 2  israelis 
companies have back doors and able to  tape our phone calls, and a lot of internet traffic in this 
country, and of course a lot of that was crushed by the influence of the ADL, which went on the 
major media, and said : “you discussed this, you are finished, you hate Jews hey ?” The ADL, I mean 
that is a terrorist organisation there. 

So they can put me on their list, ok, I am not afraid of the ADL. I am not afraid of the Israel 
lobby. I am not afraid of these criminals, ok ? And any of you should, you know, nobody should be 
afraid. Don't let people call you an anti-semantic. You try to help Israel. If you are trying to stop 
these crimes, that what is good for Israel. 
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Israeli people will be destroyed, because their leaders are criminals, and they are sending their 
country into a nuclear holocaust. That's where the real holocaust is, alright ? 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----

Switching gears a little bit, I want to have a continuity here, but just for the interest of time, 
let's talk about the currency issues here. Private debt, federal debt, and bankrupt USA.
What they call the debt of the industrial complex. That is not one of the biometric one in there.

I've not got the pictures, stick a bit of water here, that was necessary, I'm sorry. 

So let's see the bubble collapse before 911, who needed a crisis ? Which bankers needed a 
crisis ?
Ok, let's put the charts, look at the charts : 

- Feb 1995 NASDAQ at 800, 
- Feb 2000 NASDAQ at 4700, that's in 5 years.

That is why we are calling a bubble, that's half money, that's the Federal reserve pumping trillions of 
$ into the system, pump it into the bubble. 

Who is making money out of that ? 

Some of the arabs people were. A lot has been re-evaluated, they were spending their wealth, 
the world gap has grown in the 1990s. So you were going to be really rich and people got wiped out 
with the Internet stock windows, 

- Sept 2001 the NASDAQ says 1500, so they had a profit, cut by more than half, I think 
75%-80% it was. 
- Then April 2007, now we have the NASDAQ stabilizing around 2500.

And you say, it didn't go up very much, but it is stable, so if you had a complete crash. The 
NASDAQ would  have  wiped  out  to  way worst  to  800.  The  bubble  was  bursting,  and  what's 
happened since we decoupled from the Gold standart, is these bubbles were created. 

The Internet money is now going to the real state bubble and now this bubble is collapsing 
and bubble after bubbles and each time it gets worse and each time they try to plug it up 
more and more. 

Who needed to get a crisis ? 
It is the people who are manipulating the finance market, who else needed a crisis ? Who are the 
chief beneficiaries ? 

Go check the charts of  Raytheon. Go check the charts of  Northwell Rock and  Lockheed 
Martin and the other small military properties, but particularly look at Halliburton. 
Right before Sept 11th, it was 4$ a share, what are they trade up today ? 40 $ a share something. 

Do you think they have got some interests in manipulating this? Who are the beneficiaries now ?

You can say all this is just distraction right ? Because that is Federal reserve, and there has 
been great research around the Federal Reserve. We talk about the families who own it, Rothschild, 
Rockfeller. 
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These people are printing our money. What I 've done, it's a some research to find, which 
banks control the shares. I hope everybody goes and look at these stuffs. Look at the history of the 
Federal reserve ! 

And who are the original share holders for their back 16000 shares, which were originally put out ? 

Those banks have changed their name over time, you know first  National Bank, first  City 
Bank. They all become these banks, and I put the Bank of England first. 

Because when you look at the creation of the Federal reserve,  Rothschild is coordinating 
directly with the Bank of England. I tend to think that the bank of England is maybe the over lord 
master. And then, there is a faction, within there, which controls our Federal reserve. 

There are layers upon layers upon layers. If they show you Rothschild, there is someone 
above that, you know, there is always a layer remote. 
So about the other banks really, this is the people, who are printing your money, ok ? 

When we talk the Federal reserve is private ! 

These are the banks who own it, these people, who are printing the money, probably have 
your money right now.  Citibank, Goldmann Sachs, Rothschild, JP Morgan, that's  Rockfeller, they 
merged together,  Lazard,  Brown brothers  Harriman,  people who backed the nazis and  Prescott 
Bush. Oh so soldiers really! Bank of NY, UBS securities, Lehman brothers, Deutsch Bank. 

They are connected to the inside structure, by the way.

“BTI expand”, which merges with them, “Buzzy crown guard”, that Deutsch Bank, they are 
getting awesome guys you know; just make you want to do business with them, hey ? 
Bank of America, you know, what they used to be Bank of Italy. Israel Mossa Seith and Bank of 
Italy the original shareholders in the Federal reserve, that's not the Bank of America. Question : How 
can American really is ? 
And of course Morgan Stanley. 
So these are the banks right here. 
I hope everybody starts to look at these, when we talk about private Federal reserve, it is these guys 
alright ? 

But it is bigger than I ve said. 

They  are  some  called  the  Bank  of  International  Settlements,  the  BIS. They  described 
themselves as the central bank of the central banks. They say we coordinate policies with everybody, 
and next to them, I 've got a picture for the Jesuits, the Vatican Bank there. 

And if you look into the  P2 masonic skeletem in the 1980s in the  Vatican banks skeletem. 
You also begin to see a hidden hand of the Vatican banking system. So I encourage everyone to look 
into the BIS and the Vatican banking system. 

Now I've listed some of  the other  members,  which control what  I  am calling the Euro-
American-Japonese. It is not very original, system of a parasitic international finance. 

So the top 3 there are Japonese companies, ICBC that is Chinese, BNP, Credit Agricole, 
Société Générale, Fortis those are all French, HSBC, Royal Bank of Scotland, Barclays, HBOS these 
are all British, you take ING, ABN Amro those are from the Netherlands, Credit Suisse that's from 
Switzerland, and of course Merrill Lynch, Wells Fargo, and the Export-Import Bank of the United 
States. 
These are the people, who take the currency and manipulate. 
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And these are the people, who are controlling this parasitic system of international finance. 
We need to start to look at these banks, we need to start asking : why are they control our lives, we 
need to start saying : is this the real engine of this oppressive and can we identify them ? 

I think, I will flip back there, these guys print your money. Look it up, take the slide, look it up, find 
on research. Maybe I am wrong, again I am not.  

Alright, so let's look the € Vs the $ since 1988. It is an old chart, but it doesn't look good at 
least for the $. Unless you are holding € right now in your pockets, and I doubt you are. I bet you 
have $ in your pockets. € Vs $ since 1988, it is not a pretty picture, it has been a pretty straight ride, 
up ride.  In fact the $ just hit a 2 years low against the €. US $ index since 2002, this is the other 
version, you watch it's going down, in fact they have a change here, US $ index since 1983. Again 
not a pretty picture, but I 've not got my laser pointer. I do want to point out : 
yes the  $ is crashing right. But look, here they are holding it a level right around 80. There is a 
support level, they are holding it right, they know that the system is coming down. But they want to 
hold it, yes the $ is coming down, yes since 1983, the value of the $ has been chopped down. They 
are holding, holding it for their dear lives. They think they can bring it down slowly, gradually, for a 
death of the $. 

Look the gold versus the $, ok, look at gold you had gold basically traded at 2,50 $ in 1989, 
stand what to  60-70. You see why the price of gold is representative of ,where the international 
bankers are putting their money. It is not in the $ folks, they are going to wait, that you got wiped 
out. 

They are going to gold, they are going to €, they are going to yen and Brazilian real and UK 
sterling. You are supposed to get wiped out, you get your cloth clean. They make money by stealing 
your wealth, again nice people. 

What is the eventual goal ? 
One world bank.

And that is becoming right, and they are pushing for a one world bank, but they are. And 
when we are looking at the earlier institutions, which are doing it : 
World Bank, WTO. I mean, this has superseded the power of US constitution. WTO and that is Bill 
Clinton. 
That is not a partisan thing. 

It is both parties are working to screw you and  Internal Monetary Fund, here you see the 
symbol for  Trilateral commission, the  European Union Central bank, European Central Bank, they 
are  forming together,  they are  a  little  bit  ahead  of the  game.  We are  a  bit  slower  here.  World 
Economic Forum, the Bildelberg group.

Cause I am sure a lot of you know about Bildelberg. The 120 the world's top leads, the top's 
lord lines family, the top's oil and Europe families, who are very close to the control of the level of 
the system, getting together, not necessarily dictating all the policies. But they are going to discuss, 
which direction and will take your world, and they are not going to let you in in the meeting.

The  UN Economic  and  Security Council,  people  don't  talk..,  UN Economic  and  Social 
Council, I'm sorry, people don't talk about that enough, and the G8 summet. 

That is another major group, where the countries get together and say how are we going to 
plan this war for people ? We control the world, what are we going to do ? 
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The push right now is for a World Bank round, how do you get a world bank, how do you do? 

You need to kill the $, it is a control collapse. It is, I mean. 
I don't think anyone in the league predict, that the $ is going to survive, how long ? 

A year, 2 years, 3-5-10 if we are lucky maybe, it is coming to an end now. The move, the 
credit is about to roll ok ? So I said the $ on the death bed, the end of US currency hegemony.

I hope you can hear me, am I speaking too fast ? Alright, cool, it's good to know, alright. 

So the $ is still 65% of world's currency reserve, but is dropping, the world's major central 
banks are liquidating the $ right now. The Russians are, the Chinese, the Europeans, I mean United 
Emirates, Qatar, Midle eastern banks are doing it. They are not going to tell you that in the wall 
street journal, you go on their websites, and these people of these countries are saying : oh yeah we 
are selling the $, finance minister just comes out and says : we think the $ is finish, we don't want to 
have apart of it. 

You know in March 2007, the Chinese finance minister just said we are going to diversify 
into gold, into €, into yen, into our own currency. They are scared, because they see that coming 
down, and they say we don't  want to  have in their hands this worthless paper.  They know it is 
theatre, they know it is based on nothing, it is fictitious, think of our imagination and play the game, 
it is worth something. It is not, it is a joke, but because such the biggest assets are US $. 

They need to start switching that over, but if they do it too fast, the all thing comes down, 
they loose  anyway,  slowly they think  the  Chinese  think  they can  bring  it  down slowly to  the 
globalists.  The anglo-american think, they can bring it down slowly, that is why you are seeing them 
working together. 

You see all the policies coordinate, because in one hand there is this war against China and 
Russia,  right.  This confrontation is growing,  and on  the  other  hand they are  working together 
economically now, why ? 

Nobody wants the $ to collapse too fast, sort to do it at the right path or medium path, 
right, and just get you wiped, slow torture you know. It is like the Chinese water torture, that is what 
is it with the death of the $. 

The € is up 50% since 2002, it's just a fact, 2 year high against the $. Again when we are 
talking about the US bankrupt gambling double down gambler, that is what all this country is, very 
drunkly the digits gambler, when they decided to double down. 

3$ trillion missing from the Pentagone, 2,3 trillion in one year, it is like another trillion. Who 
knows how much is really missing ? I mean this is only, what they found, 3$ trillion. 

Dov Zakheim, Dov Zakheim – just a little aside, he is working in a company called  Booz 
Allen Hamilton.  You  want  to  understand,  who  is  he?  How is  he  controlling  the  shares  of  the 
government right now ? 

Just google it, and Booz Allen Hamilton and that's all what I will say. 

The  current account deficit is over $ 800 billion a year. That means that the US needs 
roughly $70 billion in foreign investment per month to cover its current trade deficit. This is over $2 
billion a day. It  is a bankrupt, if we were a credit card consumer, they would have closed down 
everything right now, and they are, but I mean they are by assets. 
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The Chinese have announced that, they are going to take their currency and start buying our 
stocks, buy our assets, buying our highway, buying our rivers, buying the forts, and the ports. It is a 
fire sale! Your banks are going to be sold out, your property is being sold out, your IRS has been 
sold out, your ford has been sold out. It is a fire sale, welcome to their game, and they are expecting 
you not to know this, just play dum, just be a good person, just keep watching TV, just take their 
medicine tabs, go back to sleep stupid, right ? 

The  official debt of this country is supposed to be $9 trillion, that is what they put, when 
Paul O Neil resigned, he said it was like 4 or 5 $ trillion off the book you know ok ! But when you 
look the long term debt, major mainstream news articles said long term debt $45-75 trillions, that is 
more than assets in this country !
There is more long term debts than all the wealth of this country, ok !, it is over we've been sold out, 
we were sold out already a longtime ago. 

There is not a lot of coming back to this the question is : how slow is the collapse going to 
happen ? 

And if we look the comprehensive and the financial report CAFR. We have been looted, they 
have  been  actually really more  money than they told  us.  That  money has  been  stoled  and the 
government keeps 2 sets of books, they have the book for you and they have the CAFR. So they 
looted the State budgets, the local budget and the federal budget with the CAFR. Look into that 
stuff,  they have been a lot  more money, that  they stole.  This is a  high standart level of bank 
robbers couldn't dreamed off, you know. That is what the people are, they are the bank producers 
and the bank robbers at the same time.

 -water break- 

The debt house card is beginning to collapse, it is called the “debt industrial complex”. 
Collin Fillets I  know gas got  a little war over,  it is hard play, not  really, but the debt industrial 
complex is what they cause this. 

It  is now, what we have  a system is now build on debts,  build on credits.  The country 
doesn't make money anymore. It's all debt, everyone is on debt, the country is on debt, you are in 
debt, I am in debt, everybody is in debt. 

Collapse of $1 trillion  sub-prime loan market is an indication of where we are going. The 
bubble is collapsing, the Fed's put trillions of $ into the system, credit free for all, which was pumped 
into the real estate market. When they were saying no money down, nothing for the first 2 years and 
the value of houses keeps going up, we will give you a 2nd mortgage, 3rd mortgage, keep leveraging, 
keep leveraging, and now the paiements go up, and nobody can pay these paiements. So you see all 
the sub prime loan, the mortgage lenders are going to belly up. 

They are going to be de-build up probably in this is a crisis for the bankers right now. The 
mortgages backed securities market is tanking (what's MBS, right?). 

That's where they take thousands or 10 000 people with a sub prime housing loan, and package then 
into a bond, and then they sell this bond. And so when you are paying off your debt, you are actually 
paying some bankers, who borrow a bond of your issue ok ? And that's how the overall show is 
leveraged. 

Now where is it leveraged ? 

Into the hedge funds, that is $1,5 trillion in unregulated leveraged speculation, that is 100 to 
1, even 500 to 1. 
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And you want to see, how this affects the market having all this 8 to 10 000 hedge funds? 
1,5 $ trillion unregulated could blow up the 6 billions Emirates fund and Canaedic. This fund blow 
up natural gaz prices, tanked from 9 to full hour to 50 cents. It is one hedge fund blew up. 

What do you think is going to happen, when 5 or 10 will blew up, or 15 or 20 or 100 or 
500 ? How can we plan this market ? and just think it will keep going up, and up, and up, it is not 
going to be pretty ! 

Now what's the leveraged on top of that ? It gets worse, I am sorry, the derivatives market : 
between 400-600 trillion in parasitic leveraged side bets and debts leveraged 500 to 600 to 1. 

You want to talk about the casino mentality of these parasitic bankers, that is all what's going 
on. 
So you see how the house of cards have been build up. 

The debt industrial complex, the credit complex, the mortage back's security, on top of which 
is going to the hedge funds, which are going to the derivatives. And when the bottom falls out, 
you fall out, I fall out, and the $ falls out.

US $ doomed by inflation, they have now institute the “plunge protection team”, the PPT, 
the  head of  the  Treasury,  the  SEC,  and Fed reserve are  working to  prop  up  the markets  with 
hundreds of billions of $. You know, there are reports about Irak that they just printed out billions in 
pallets to Irak. That is not regulated money. That is kind like a window the way the Fed operates, 
that is just one how they want to loan the money, when they want to, and they give it to third party, 
and select their party and put into the system. 

So why the market hasn't collapsed yet ? 

It is collapsing and the PPT keeps running it up, and the people, who should sell that to the 
market, have to cover their shirts back. And that's create a false rally, and that has gone for a while, 
the PPT has been activated, the Fed's M3 money supply is no longer public as of March 2006 - lie - 
Because they are running out a lot of money of those sheets. They are printing a lot of money right 
now. 

We are looking at a major hyper inflationary spiral. 

The Yen carry trade, how the system has been financed, I talk about the Japanese influence. 
The Yen carry trade was with Japanese interest rate so low, that people basically took free money, 
and put into the speculative bets, is coming to an end. Because as of early 2007, Japan is raising their 
interest rates, just a month or two ago and both China and Japan will need to raise interest rate to 
curb inflation in their own country. 

You might have seen the Chinese stock market fell 9% in one day. “Yeah it is out of control, 
it has been growing too fast”. They need to raise interest rates. They will preserve themselves, and 
doing so they will damage the $. And this is the steering balance, they try so hard to make it falls 
slowly. 

But you see it is a delicate ballet, and there are so many combined interests, and I don't know 
if they will be able to do it. 

US debt is Japan's biggest asset. So they have an interest to try to control this thing and 
manage it as a collapse. China has trillions of $ in US reserves and says they are diversifying, as I 
mentioned, and what's happening? 

International Monetary Fund, and the BIS (Bank of International Settlements) I talk about, 
are demanding a further $ depreciation. I mean just recently the IMF said : $ needs to be devaluated 
by lot more. They are telling you, they will take your bank account, that is a common robbing you. 
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You own $ 100 in your bank account, they are just taking money out of your bank account. The $ 
has  been depreciated,  that  means  that  they are  robbing  you  literally,  really taking  your  money 
anyway, because now your $100 doesn't value, what they used to. 
Average  citizen :  sunk in debt.  Real  wages  haven't  rise  since  1970,  and  that  is  related  to  the 
destruction of the gold standart  (and the death of Bretton Woods agreement,  that  was done by 
George Schultz, Paul Volker, and some other bankers. 
I'd want to talk about that, that's entry the free floating $, because Webs makes a good point, all 
currencies are theatre, isn't it ? All currencies are theatre, that is real theatre, there is no back into it 
now. It is unregulated, this means that this thing just runs off money. There is no gold back it up. 
There is no pallet of it, send it to Irak.

Credit card debt carried by the average American over $8000. That is old statistic, that is in 
2002. I imagine, it is far higher now. Total consumer credit over $2 trillion, again that is old statistic. 
Recent article personal savings at 74 year low in this country, negative rate of savings, worse than 
the height of the Great Depression. That is mainstream, 74 year low personal savings ok ? And it will 
come up, I promise. 

And I mean the gap between rich and poor is higher than the Gilded Age. Mean the wealthy 
are  getting wealthier,  the middle class has been evaporated coming into  the working class.  The 
working class has been sold straight into poverty and homelessness. It is a drive down for the vast 
majority of this population. 

So let's see the vision of what's going on here. That's the CEO Vs minimum wage chart here, 
1965 the average CEO is 51 times minimum wage, today it's 821 times. 

Who is benefiting from the system ? Do you benefit that much ? Have your earnings gone up 
that much ? Nononono, your revenues were stagnant since 1970, if you 've been alive that long, I 
haven't. But look at CEOs wages, you begin to see, who is profiting of this system. 

The rich keep getting richer, that is a chart from the associated press and the census bureau, 
again this is just the official numbers. But you can see, that the tops have increased their wealth by 
more than 75% and the bottom by they say 20%, I don't even believe, that they 've increased by 
20%. I think that those numbers at the bottom are generous. But you see, that the gap is getting 
bigger.

Where this all lead ?, where this $ collapse lead ? 

This lead right to the  North American Union, and you say that's seem quite weird, those 
things don't seem to be connected, do they ? They do, they are connected. 
The North American Union is connected, because of one individual, whose name is Robert Pastor. 
Look this guy up, ok ? Start to study this guy, you want to see, who the really evil people are ? Right 
there, that face, he is calling for the  Amero. That is not a conspiracy, really openly in his books, 
saying the Amero, the $ is going to collapse ok ? That's given, and the US $, the Canadian $, the 
Mexican Peso will be merged into the Amero. So else the $ comes down, where are they going to 
send you. The guys have got a back plan, right ? You think they are globalists and isolated leaders 
will be at hot seat at their hands, no they have got a plan : the Amero. 

So little pause right there.  

Pastor called for a new 911. Yeah, he said : “ I am not advocating or encouraging, or wanting 
a crisis, I am only saying that in order to take important initiatives, sometimes one manner in which 
this occurs is when there is a crisis to which leaders need to respond”. He goes on and says: “the 911 
crisis made Canada and the US redefine the protection of their borders”. I Guess made them more 
open right ? “The debt crisis in Mexico forced the government to adapt a new economic model. The 
crisis  oblige the  government  to  make difficult  decisions” Crisis create  solutions,  problem reacts 
solution, remember how Guilty gets re-elected. He goes on, that is the most pointy party : “What I 
am saying is that  a crisis is an event, which can force democratic governments to  make difficult 
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decisions like those, that will required to create a North American Community”. 

That means destroying this country, taking the  CFR agenda, because Pastor works for the 
CFR, that was a CFR taskforce, he was a part of. He is saying : “It is not that I want another 911 
crisis but having a crisis would force decisions that might otherwise not get made”. Oh he doesn't 
want it, but if it comes you know, we will probably take the North American Union. 

This is again part of the PNAC Pearl Harbor comments. This is the new new Pearl Harbor 
comment.  Say we will get  you in the North American Union, we don't want a crisis,  but if one 
happens, you can get this North American Union pretty easy, could we ? 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----

Robert Pastor is pushing for the SPP as a CFR agenda. 

Let me flash this out a little bit. Traditionally watchers, when they get the documents from 
the North Command, which said that NorthCom, which is the brain, who controls the military in 
this country, if there is Martial law. If we have a terror attack, tomorrow and they declare the Martial 
law, you need to get into the camps, get the  FEMA camps. It's NorthCom, which is running this 
country. And they are ready to take over, they are ready to suspend past and current coms in this 
country. NorthCom fits primarily since the 2006 meeting the tradition watch gets the documents for. 
Here the top leaders from NorthCom there, and they brag about merging the Mexican, Canadian 
military of the US since before 911. That's what  we have been doing this before 911. We were 
coordinating, merging the military, merging the economy, and bragged about it. 

Freedom of  information  Act,  SPP,  who  are  the  US  representatives  at  the  secret  SPP 
meeting ? Very good indicators of who is controlling this country, representatives from Lockheed 
Martin,  Chevron,  Wall  street  journal,  NATO,  under  secretary  of  Defense of  this  country,  the 
Migration Policy Institute to tell you how the good things of this board are. Representatives from 
Lawrence Livermore,  National security council, the chairman of the  Defense Science board, very 
powerful group right there, Peter Pace who is the head of the Joints Chiefs, James Woolsey of CIA, 
and Booz Allen Hamilton. Again google it Booz Allen Hamilton, it is good stuff and of course James 
Schlesinger who is the former Energy and Defense secretary. So pretty heavy hitter at this meeting. 
Were you invited ? I think I may get lost on the mails for my invitation. Now who is the chairman of 
this meeting ? 

Right,  George Schultz, let's talk about George Schultz, George Schultz right, you see the 
influence of this individual, who is a member of the CFR, Bildelberg group,  Trilateral commission, 
and  Bohemian grove. I mean that's a full hitter, that's a ten hole runs in one game. And this is an 
individual, who works with Paul Volker to dismantle the Bretton Woods system. I mean you went to 
talk about a tool of the bankers, you know, a hand puppet. They are your men right there, destroy 
the gold standart under Nixon. And he is the chief handler of the neo-cons. That is the individuals 
handpicks Wolfowitz, and Cheney, and Rice. And he is the master of the volcans, so this is a little bit, 
where you start looking up at the pyramid, when you start to look at the man like George Schultz. 

Schultz past, present, and futur :

Well he worked at Bechtel, which has privatized third world assets, extremely evil company. 
He was the head of this company, he is still on the board. Secretary of State under Reagan, chairman 
of International council of JP Morgan Chase, this is will let you know, who I might be working for 
(Rockfeller, Morgan network of finance oligarchs).

He is also co-chair of California's economic recovery council with who ? 
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Warren Buffet. And who  Buffet works with ? 

See that guy right there, that beautiful guy is  Arnold Schwarzenegger, and the decreptical 
white man next to him is Jacob Rothschild. I can't believe, that I've called him beautiful, that guy ego 
needs something bigger, you know. This Austrian acts like superman nazi, who said that all people 
need to  be control.  I  don't mean to  hype compliments on him, but you can begin to  see, where 
Schultz his ties, Rockfeller, Morgan, Rothschild, you see how the circles begin to move. 

Schultz, who found him ? 

When he works at something called the Hoover institute. I talked about that a little bit before. 
So who funds the Hoover Institute, the major neo-cons war mongering think tank : Archer Daniels 
Midland (that's GM food), the ARCO foundation (that's the HAARP system), I will go to this a little 
more, Boeing, Exxon, Ford motors, and General Motors. 
Those are the the nazi financiers, and they do a lot of the fake left foundation funding, so JP Morgan 
and Dean Witter for the Federal Reserve.

I've said 51 or 15, really? Damned boy. Alright so anyway, 

The SPP is the Nexus of the coup faction. And obviously these people are trying to push 
for a North American Union. 

There, you can see the NAFTA super highway, where they are trying to push right now. They 
are doing that with the Trans Texas corridor, proposed 6 lanes for a decent railway system. They are 
talking about a pipeline underneath. Foreigners to build the NAFTA programs, they are having, the 
Spanish company  CINTRAS build this.  They are also buying local newspapers in Texas,  and in 
Oklahoma. They borrowed up the Indiana highways, they borrowed some of the Chicago highways. 
They are  doing  it  through the  Eminent  domein,  mean they can  take  your  private  properties, 
supprim a while before, they can take your property. That was the case in Indiana Connecticut New 
London, Who did this ? That was the court liberals, it was the people like Steven, and Kennedy, 
Souter,  Bader,  Ginsburg,  and  Breyer.  That  is  xxxx who did that  to  you,  they are  pretty good 
preachers individuals themselves, and doing this can build the $300 million research center for Pfizer. 
So here you see, “Eminent domein 21st Century reality”, you see the camp trials on the sky from a 
guy named David Deese. 

The open board of the SPP is a bipartisan issue. 
Clinton pushes  NAFTA,  no border  guard,  services to  illegal immigrants,  “guest-worker”, 

total amnesty. Bush pushes CAFTA, blanket amnesty, “guest worker”, and a “phoney virtual fence” 
which is a $2 billion handout to Boeing for spy drones, and what are they doing now  ? 
Lobbying for the FTAA trying to expand “free trade zone” to South America. The FTAA is stalled 
because  of  Chavez  in  Venezuela,  Morales  in  Bolivia,  and  Correa  in  Ecuador,  and  Kirchner  in 
Argentina, who are opposing this, and trying to stop this happening. 

Let me talk a bit about the border fence, that is a massive $2 billion handout. We are talking 
about 1800 towers with massive cameras. Good, they are building a fence, that's what we need. 
Nononono,  this is a bio-metric fence,  this is designed to  keep you and muslim Americans from 
escaping in a martial law scenario. They are not trying to stop the flow of illegal immigrants and 
drugs into this country. 

Do you think the corporations want to stop this cheap labour ? Do you think the CIA, oh 
yeah let's stop our own drug trade, let's crash the stock market by cutting cash air with opium ! 
Nononono. They are trying to keep you from leaving the country, when they do nuke this country, 
and tell you you'd better to get to that  FEMA's camp. Now I carry my passport on me, you never 
know, what can happen, I am not going to leave, but we all better be prepared. And they want to  
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stop you from being able to have the freedom to move around this country, and to move around 
other countries. That's what they are doing, biometric tracking, that is part of the SPP agenda. They 
know you want to  have a border fence, you will get  your board fence in biometric 2$billion to 
Boeing, it is a fraud, and will eliminate freedom in this country to move around. They try to get us in 
a cube, ladies and gentlemen. 

Who needs a false flag attack ? 

Like, I 've said the SPP planners, the open border is a major boon to the  drug dealers to 
pump this money into the stock market and the banks. 
75% of cocaine is now moving to the border of Mexico. That's also the majority of marijuana (let's 
put the schwag, that's the stuff students, see that is stands for some who know.) 
Starting in 1989, the  Colombian cocaine cartels have been using Mexico with the open border. 
They have profiting most of it, this is a continuation of the Iran-Contra drug network. Connected to 
Bill Clinton, I mean Arkansas drugs network operation, it takes over in 1992 the Bush and Clinton 
are drugs dealing business partners, and the people who are helping them run it :  Las Zetas, Las 
Zetas. 

These are the ex-military and special forces commandos,  trained at  the US school of the 
Americas in Georgia. So, it is very nice to see, the CIA guys are protecting the drug dealers, you see 
the network is pretty good. Looking the name of Cele Castillo we talked a lot about this.
The banks, the CIA and Wall Street, that's the DEA and the CIA are enabling the cartels, that work 
with the government. 

And like,  I  've said Cele Castillo,  Citibank was busted in the 1990's for laundering drug 
money from Raul Salinas, who was the brother of the Mexican president. 
Citybank again equals Rockfeller family.

Drugs money moving through there : $500 to 600 billion laundered by banks at enormous 
rates. This money is then funneled into the stock market - coincidence you know Bush just last 
month allows 100 private Mexican trucking firms to move unlimited access across the border. I'm 
garanting you, that some are going to have drugs on. It is not a coincidence. 

This proposed NAFTA superhighway, they are talking about connecting from Laredo, Texas, 
to Duluth, Minnesota into Canada, and that is really further the net. The 6-lane trans Texas corridor, 
that is preparing selling you out, that is your federal government who is selling you out. Privately 
constructed by foreign firm, which is buying up local newspapers to stop this sent. They don't like 
what I am saying.

Taliban cut opium production by 95%, Why did they invade Afghanistan ? Part of it is for 
the natural gas, trans-Caspian pipeline, a big part of the stock market is coming down. No opium 
anymore you see, they pump this money into it, that's what keeps the stock market propped up. So 
you see opium production get cut down, they put the CIA warlords, bumper, crumpled again. 

What happened, what changed ? 

The controllers changed right. You see plan Colombia, and the FARC and AUC, you know 
this is  Richard Grasso, former head of the New York stock exchanges, hugging one of the FARC 
rebel leader in Columbia in 1999. 

So why is he going with these people, who control the massive coke fields ? 
Yeah, they are business partners, they work together, the money gets funneled to the bank and he is a 
representative.  Now they were enabled to  cut  a deal with the FARC, so what  happened :  Plan 
Columbia, billion of $ to eradicate FARC coke fiels and putting AUC coke field. There are the right 
wing paramilitaries. And now the AUC is controlling the cocaine market, and pump it into United 
States. So this is a little, that is a great picture, that's this finds how our economy works, it's just 
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drugs and just pure phantasm. I 'm sorry, I' ve to  stop to  swear, so drug networks : private and 
public. 

This relates to  911 :  the alleged hijackers trained at  Huffman aviation in Florida,  caught 
transporting pounds of  heroin by DEA.  Atta makes visits to Florida keys, has constant access to 
cheap cocaine. This relates to  the Iran-Contra drugging network from 1980's, funneled by major 
banks at major fees 20 to 30 % , and also these dates back to Skull and Bones opium wars, that was 
the original anglo drug dealers. 

Drugs and prison, that is one two punch, because I am sure Atomik can't talk about it. But 
there is a major prison industrial complex, one out of every 130 US residents is incarcerated. We 
put more people in jail in this country than China or any other countries. Prison industrial complex 
into privatization, forced prisoners labor average 70 cents an hour. Over 100 000 total inmates in 
prison labor, right now. That is financed by Goldman Sachs, and Merill Lynch. They pulled out the 
3$ billion on prison construction bonds. One of the fasted industry in this country. That's relate to the 
privatization of warfare . The rise of the green badgers.
What's happening now, is the entire system has been privatized. 

Titan and CACI used for torture at Abu Ghraib prison, Computer Sciences, and SAIC run 
large parts of NSA (to the Trailblazer and Groundbreaker programs). 
I will talk later about these if we 've got time. Booz Allen Hamilton and SRI run the NRO program 
right now. 

They are  army for  hire,  places  like  Dyncorp,  Halliburton,  Executive  Outcomes,  Custer 
Battles, Aegis, Wackenhut. Armies for hire, mercenaries have been used in Irak, right now, and have 
been used by some other foreign countries, and of course Dyncorp and Halliburton have the lobbiest 
to  not reinforce existing human traffic in laws. So there are sex slavery trade in Yugoslavia and 
Eastern Europe, which is dominating by these private military industrial contractors with big profits. 
You can buy a slave on the market of Europe for less than 5000 $. Flashing by, what other countries 
do, basically like Vietnam and Cambodia. The futur economy is prisons. Prison industrial complex.

Halliburton builds a $385 million in “emergency detention facilities” in this country. 
I believe they were called death camps, when the nazis built them, or called gulag when Staline built 
them. They call it emergency detention facilities in this country. I guess it is just a semantic issue. The 
new programs, as they are calling it, put new programs. Just google it new programs, are pushing for 
new programs.  FEMA detention facilities in most states.  The US army has recently updated the 
civilian internment labor program. They have reactivated by US army. 

Those relates to programs back in the 1980s called Rex84, operation garden plot, operation 
cable splicer, when they planned for mass detentions. That has been run by Oliver North, and the 
shadow government with one of his member was Dick Cheney.

A dominant prison economy is the futur under a martial law scenario. So let's talk about the 
police state. 
Militarizing for martial law, you see that is what they want, police, M16, have an automated machine 
gun in your face. Please raise it to your friends more, but policemen will kill you, when these black 
boots and ski mask and helmet. 

Bi-partisan  progression  of  the  police  state.  We  need  to  understand  both  parties  are 
working together to control us via the police state. 

- They had the Patriot Act on 911. 
We need to be 911 truthers : how that things were printed up ?
I mean this is big document , it's like if they were ready hey ? 

- And of course you have the domestic security enhancement Act (Patriot Act II), which 
was passed after the stagged capture of Saddam. 
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I 've said stagged Saddam capture, actually they had him for weeks, this is admitted, they had 
him for weeks, and released him, and empassed this. Will we talk on articles about this ? But 
they did it.

- National Intelligence Re-organisation Act of 2004, this merges the intelligence agencies 
begin to merge the databases and creates a “terror czar”. John Negroponte, the great runner 
of  the  death squads  in Honduras,  whose has  been replaced  by  Cheney,  Albright,  Mike 
McConnell. You ve got the real ID Act of 2005 (that's National ID card).

- March 2006, the democrats said : oh we don't like the Patriot Act, we hate it, we just want 
to stop it. Patriot Act reauthorization and expansion, that was really what it was.

- 2006 you had the Military commissions Act, you can be an enemy combatants, you can 
torture, kill, murder by your-government, you've got no rights. Furthermore the legislation 
exempted  Bush  and  his  coroners  for  war  crimes  tribunals  ok  ?  They  are  exempting  
themselves. They are afraid that they might get coped for this stuff, for the torture. 

- You 've got the  John Warner defense authorization Act of 2006. It's federalizing the  
National Guard for a national emergency. And none of the states governors will have to say 
ok,  give me national guard for this emergency, no order.  In this bill, Bush is taking the  
national guard, the NY times said “Preparation for Marshall law ?” 
That was the tittle in the article. NY times said, that was a preparation for martial law. 

-  Of  course  recently,  it  was  the  Pelosi “anti-terrorism  bill of  2007,  expanding  911  
commission police state recommendation, with expanded terror databases. And of course,  
this means, that  your bill of rights has been eviscerated,  you are not going to  be a free  
citizen, your rights that you had as an individual, who is born free, your government doesn't 
have any inner rights over you. 

This is a fraud, this is to  mind control you. They put the chains inside your mind. And the 
greatest chains are inside your mind. You enslave yourself by believing their rights to do this. We 
should all be fighting against this, any sane persons should fight against this.

The bill of rights have been eviscerated. They are developing mass databeses, like the Matrix 
system, they call it the “Matrix system”. That is not a joke, they are laughing at you. They think this 
is funny. They think, you are an idiot, they think you are stupid, they think they can take advantages 
of you, you are a Mark, you are a looser, you are that person with a 3 karmatic game thinking that 
the A suspects are on the left, they are moving the balls, they think that you are so stupid. 

Look  after  this,  they  have  the  TENGRAM system,  which  is  out  growth  of  the  total 
awareness information, the  DOPSTER ok, they say we are going to shut down total information 
awareness, bad press and grow into  TENGRAM. That is terabyte and pentabyte database system. 
That means, they can load 10 of thousands of pages on every citizens : what you bought, what kind 
of toilets or paper you use, what websites you go on, where you drive. They want to track and trace 
everything. They are getting the system ready for that and doing a decent job, they might say you can 
disappear into the black site, this is federalizing the local and state national guard under Joint Task 
Force Command.

That is a preparation for a martial law scenario, people are saying they are undermining the 
Geneva conventions. Kind of, it is just a more brazen version of what's going on. School of the 
Americas have been training torture on all over the world. We have been working with the Nazis 
since world war II. 
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I mean this is not something new. Look into  Gladio, they used to kill people, they used to 
torture people, that is a more brazen version of it. They set up the gulag archipelago in places like 
Poland,  Romania,  Etiopia,  Syria,  Egypt,  Israel,  Thailand,  South  Carolina,  Irak,  Afghanistan and 
beyond. These are the ones, we know about. 

Is the people who get put into the CIA intervention plane, tortured and murdered ? 

And that is what your governments is doing, setting up this gulag archipelago, you are going 
to be part of it soon, if they have their way. I mean, if we don't stop them. Emergency detention 
facility I talked about, you are next. 

Sound good ? 

We'd better fight fast. Time is running out folks. 
I sometimes fear that people think these things are a joke, no this is dead serious. They are playing to 
keep this standart, they are thinking to put some of you in prison. I mean, when I go on stage and do 
this, do you how much the military intelligence people hate me for exposing what they are doing ? 
Sounds ego, they hate you, I mean they detest you, they think you are scum, they want to kill you, 
they want to torture you, they are not just going to kill you, they will rip your fingers and your nails 
off, and then they are going to kill you. These people are the absolutely most degenerated things 
humanity haven't produce, and they hate you. 
We'd better fight back, fight like if they have the gun to your head because they do !  

Alright, we need to talk about the main legal architects, the main people who are pushing for 
this are 3 people : Timothy Flanigan, David Addington, and John Yoo. These are members of the 
Federalist society. 

- Now what happened to Addington ? 
He is now Dick Cheney's chief of staff. You see how the progression happens, you see how 
this is in related to.

- Flanigan went back to the private business. 

- John Yoo, I think is teaching in Standford. You know they have got the accolades and go to 
make $10 000  an hour  the  speech,  very nice  stuff.  That  is  part  of  the  Carl Schmidt 
principle and the Reichstag principle.

They have hand-picked Federal and Supreme court police state reactionaries to flood the 
legal system. And it is the legal formula of Nazi crown jurist Carl Schmidt. 
Cheney is the “unitary executive” in war. He has the Hitlerian power, and they are creating the legal 
pretext for the police state, destroying Posse Comitatus and instituting martial law under NorthCom.

Write it down NorthCom, NorthCom, NorthCom, NorthCom, NorthCom.
We need to learn, who is controlling this country : NorthCom

Two sided Psy Op coin, you see on the left side, they are telling yes we torture, we beat you 
to death, we sodomize you, we rape you, we kill you, and then, they have got  Nick Berg on the 
right. You know, if there is no continuity between the corner on the back of this wall ? And the 
corner at the back of this wall, where you have these guys Americans sncakers here wearing gold 
jewellery, with white hands, with their faces cover it up. You see, how he is wearing this prison 
pyjama suit there. You think, there is continuity between that skin on the left broke and Nick Berg 
came out just after days later. I think, it was a an execution, that they engineered in Abu Ghraib 
prison. 
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It is the two sides of Psy Op coin 

The arabs are going to cut your head off, and we just are going to beat you to death. Playing 
both sides that issue. I mean part of the reason, I don't think; they want all the photos to get out. But 
there is a psychological operation affected it, we will beat you to death, you are nothing, you are 
scum, we will torture you. We will come and say you we do it. The nazis ate this stuff, they will 
come to tell you, that they will laugh about it. Russ xxxx thinks it is really funny, he has gone and 
said : “when I spent time in there, it was like a resort camp, it was really funny.” How's that stuff is 
funny ?, when they sexually torture people, children as young as 11, it's hilarious and people dely this 
speech. Do you want to hear this hate speech, laughing at the sexual torture, children who are 11 
years old, that's hate-speech, that's somebody who need to be pulled off the radar, you know. 

Alright, let's talk, let's move on, because I don't want to take too much time.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-----

The Shanghai Cooperation Organisation, this is a group which came together in June 2001, 
you want to understand, why the US are scarred. Empire was it used to be, Shanghai Cooperation 
Organisation. See those countries, you will have to learn more about them. They are all the people, 
who when a world war III scenario, they come to your way. When the sides come together, it is 
going to be NATO versus those guys. So let's flash them out all.  SCO + CSTO + CIS +ALBA 
equals counterbalance the NATO.

So who are the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation ? 
It is Russia, China, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Kazakhstan, controlling massive wealth 
of the world's liquefy natural gas and oil resources. Azerbaijan, Moldova, and Georgia are members 
of the  CIS, which corrects to the SCO, so you think about them as the same grouping. Then you 
have the  CSTO, which is the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation + Armenia + Belarus,  it's  get 
bigger. You have got SCO observer states : India, Pakistan, Iran, Venezuela and Mongolia.

All of whom are saying, they want to join this group. Minister of Pakistan is saying : “we are 
very serious,  we want to  join”. India is conducting war games and drills with Russia and China 
saying : “we want to join, at the same time as Pakistan”. Traditionally, they are rivals. 
Iran and Venezuela are joining Mongolia. These these people went to get in, so popular right now, 
and the polls went to get in. They are speaking about Turkmenistan to get in. They are even talking 
about Afghanistan getting in. That is amazing and they are developing closer working relationships 
with Syria and Lebanon, via China and Russia. 

And they are edging to closer relationship with the members of the Gulf Cooperation Council 
in the Middle East (that's Qatar and United Arab Emirates). 

Further more it's getting bigger folks, there are the ALBA coalition. I talked about these left 
governments in latin America, that's Ecuador, Nicaragua, Venezuela, Bolivia, and Cuba, which are 
linking together. And all these people are coming together to form a counterbalance to the anglo-
american dominance faction right now. 

Petrodollar : the spiraling death. You have the oil bourses, which are set to open in Iran and 
they have already open in China and Russia. We really need to talk about this. Let's me rush to this. 
Major oil and gas producer are now accepting payments for oil and things other than in $. 
They want to diversify their currencies. They are talking about a Russian lead of natural gas, OPEP, 
with some of these countries right now proposing to take over the natural gas of the market. That is 
a major threat to $ hegemony. 
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Of course the US is responding with  AfriCom and “Al-Qaeda” bombings in Algeria and 
encourage it into Somalia and Etiopia, where all the oil is right now. 

Also they need to  restrict the oil supply, restrict the oil supply keeps the price high, keep 
the demand for $ high, so people still want $. 

People talk about  peak oil, not really. These are more stagged shortages, again now, it is 
true, that some Saudi Arabian, and Mexican and Kuwait oil fields are declining, but the peak oil 
alarmist ignore Russia, China, Norway, and other countries, where oil have been discovered. 
It is true, that there is a lag time between discovering and easy extraction.
It is true, that there are pipeline problems, and issues in building this stuff. 
So you know I tend to take more in the middle ground on these issues. 

But hedge fund speculation is at least $25 of the oil price. 

And Irak is now a net importer of gasoline and oil. It tells you something, it tells you that the 
summet agenda is to shut down the pipelines, that's something to think about.
Again the race to control oil and liquefied natural gas, I do mention that there are some countries, 
where I think, we will see futur battle. Looked to Kazakhstan, one of the major price they are going 
after. 

US-Euro-Saudi cartel of oil producers, I've listed the companies there, you probably know 
them, I've just checked them out. Kazakhstan is likely next target.
 

The problem is the spike oil price strengthen Russia, China and non-NATO nations, who 
sell this stuff. What I'd like to say is even if speak oil is staged, prices are going up. I mean maybe it 
is stagged, a lot of arguments, that it is part of a Maltuzi agenda, population control. Even if it is 
not, prices are going up ok ?

Mercosur, that is related to the ALBA group. There are other Central and South American 
states, which are getting together, and are saying we reject the FTAA. 

It is an agenda, which is stalled right now. That is chess pieces for world war III right now. 
You can see them blinding up, we've got all on a map, or a globe or something like that in our house 
to understand. They have taken Ukraine now, and made that a protective NATO, right on Russia's 
door step. And similarly underneath on the same thing with Georgia there. 
Let's talk about that quickly NATO coups and conveniently timed deaths. 

The CIA has sponsored the “color revolution” in Georgia in 2003 and Ukraine in 2004/2005, 
immediately bringing them under NATO control right at the borders of Russia. In 2005, it was a 
coup in Kyrgyzstan, which allows US base to be put in Central Asia. 

There have been recent untimely deaths of heads of states in Armenia and Turkmenistan and 
replaced  by pro-West  “reformists”.  We are  talking  about  NATO allies.  There  is  a  push  for  an 
independent Kosovo to join NATO and Russia wants to respond with allied break away regions in 
Georgia to come back under their control. So here you see independent Kosovo, Russia response in 
South Ossetia and  Abkhazia,  where they are saying :  “we are just  going to  recognise them as 
autonomous if you want it”. 

Back and forth, Russia Vs US, you can see the pieces lining on the chess board, the Grand 
Chess Board by the way.

War games : a vision into the future. 
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Putin continues  to  warn  of  nuclear  war.  China  is  seeking a  diplomatic  solution  in Iran, 
because they have major oil and natural gas deals. General Ivashov, the Russian general staff comes 
up, and said : “it could be an April attack”. That signals that the Russians are really afraid. 
SCO war games since 2000 postulate US attacks on Russia and China on a massive nuclear counter 
strike. They are predicting war, they are seeing it coming.
China and Russia are actively arming Iran and Syria, that's there bases. We have Israel, they have 
Iran and Syria.

US NorthCom war games, like  Vigilant shield, which was run in Dec last year predicted 
nuclear warfare with China, Russia, Iran, and North Korea. NorthCom sees and are going in there, 
NorthCom controls the country, they know what's going on.
Chinese generals are threatening to nuke the US openly, and saying : “if you infer in Taiwan, we will 
nuke you”. Russians and Chinese are working on new space weapons, new missiles, what they call 
“asymmetric warfare” responses. That means, you are probably going to die. 

There are hacking wars right now going on between US and China not really being covered, 
but look it up. And now China controls a $1 trillion at least in reserves into US stock market. They 
control our dollar fate. It's a delicate balance right now, don't let them too angry hey ? Just want to  
point out some really important :  Noble Reserve, this is a drill coming up on April 23rd, I 'm not 
saying it is not going to happen, they are saying in their scenario : multiple terrorist scenarios, 10 
kiloton nuke dets in Virginia. They say, they are going to work with Department of Homeland and 
Security,  which is running other  exercices that  day.  You see it  at  the bottom, coordinated with 
Virginia's emergency operations center, that's Mount Weather. Ok, this drill is called Noble Resolve 
07, it is a joint task command and NorthCom, of course working with FEMAs, and the continuity of 
governments saying problems begin in Europe, travels toward the US, mass warfare. We shut down 
the country, martial law working with the department of Homeland and Security and Mount Weather.

April 23rd look into this. 
Is this the launch point into war with Iran ? Or we need to remember, who ran the drills on 911 ? 

-NORTHCOM ran Vigilant Guardian, hijackings, and the AWACS drills

-STRATCOM ran the nuclear drill
 

-FEMA ran the tripod drills

-the NRO ran the plane crash drill 

-and the “Able danger” was managing by the DIA

So I start to say : that's the people who are behind 911. 
Space warriors, STRATCOM, NORTHCOM, FEMA, DIA, there is your 911 coup faction. 

And how do they get their end game ? 
Weapon of Mass Destruction on american soil.  Cheney said it much. You know filled it 

already in 2005 on the August American Conservatives, and said Cheney is going to nuke Iran. 

New way to get a new 911 on American soil. I predict, they will blame it on Hezbollah, said 
Iranian's terrorists did it, or they can blame on Al-Qaeda. 

I think, the myth on Al-Qaeda has been shadowed enough, they will shift to Hezbollah. 
They could blame it on individuals named Adam John, fat white kid and said join up with Al-Qaeda, 
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and then they can say : you see it is white Al-Qaeda, your Christian neighbour is Al-Qaeda , your 
Jewish neighbour is Al-Qaeda, the guy on the street he can be Al-Qaeda. It is not just arabs anymore, 
it is not Persians, it is white Al-Qaeda among the Americans. They say : “blood is going to run out 
of your streets, we are going to get you”, it is the Johnny Walker principle, they want to make you 
think, that Al-Qaeda could be a white thing. 

And that is going to be their justification, because they want to wrang you up in camps. You 
see, he is a white guy, he is a part of this too. It is a good way to do it, it is a strong psychological 
operation. 

Remember, STRATCOM just ran Global storm 07 in March, simulation of numerous world 
war III scenarios, US navy wargames and late March in the Persian Gulf has mark area attacks on 
Iran with bomb munitions. 

In March, they ran Juniper Cobra, where these drills, where so big that they had to be scaled 
back, because they thought, they will provoke war, and they were not ready for it yet. That is down 
with the heroes and the patriots missiles system right on Iran's door step. Some big ones are coming 
up soon, hint of a vast conflict. 

It was the Foal Eagle exercice in March, 29 000 US soldiers, lots of different aircraft carriers 
with South Korea. This war game was so realistic, that the  North Korea pulled out their nuclear 
deal, that they were cutting. Why the talk collapses? That is why the deal collapses. These are real, 
that is not a game, that is real troops moving around, real preparation for war, and other countries 
know it. 

Operation Valiant Shield, keep on eye after this one, late June, early July, 3 carrier group, 28 
ships, 280 war planes and 22 000 troops, largest pacific drill ever in Guam. That right on China's 
doorstep. When Rumsfeld talks China is the big threat, we need to get China.  Guam is the place, 
where they can do that. 

There was a Shanghai Cooperation Organisation run in August, 9th to the 17th of 2007 “peace 
mission  2007”.  They use  the  Orwellian language  too,  it  was  about  4000 troops,  500 types  of 
weapons systems, biggest drill for the SCO.

Ardent Sentry and Northern edge, that one has get me freaked out, first 2 weeks of May.

They kept caught “realistic” terrorist scenarios in US and Canada, run by NorthCom, and 75 
federal agencies,  and the  TOPOFF07 drill in Oct  2007,  large scale terror  and Weapon of Mass 
Destruction attacks. 
Russia and China are on the final endgame targets ? 
Rumsfeld said so, STRATCOM said so.

They are building a NATO missile “defense” system on Romania and Poland, as a warning 
to Russia, as a provocation towards world war III. Here the articles from the CFR Lieber and press 
paper suggesting a successful first strike on Russia. 
The neoliberals are pushing for direct confrontation, as all the neoliberals anyway. 
Putin is saying US relations are worst than during the Cuban missile crisis. We have got the Ivashov 
warnings. 

Really with just a couple of minutes, there are so much I wanted to get to. 

Again that is all related to the death of the $, and they are trying to get a cashless society, 
controlled running after the aftermath. Here you see people scanning with their fingers. That's the 
futur, electronic currency. 
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After the Amero, they want to push it to you, the head of Visa says by 2012 $ is going gone. 
Everybody will pay with this little finger scan, eye scan. That is what is going on, credit cards are 
prognosticator of that. 
Heu pay with your chip, RFID, that's RFID dust. There even, you can even not see that. This stuff 
has been embeded into the products. You see somebody, who is getting the verichip. Here you see 
somebody with the RFID passport putting into the product there, and the Philadelphia print chip and 
put that into the Warmer trucks.

Total information awareness
They are expanding the databases, there are the  Science Industrial complex,  DARPA, the 

NSF (National  Science  Foundation),  National  Institutes  of  Health,  the  Rand  Corporation, 
Information  Exportation  office in  Defense  and  Science  board working  to  create  this  global 
information grid, as they called it. 

I don't even know, how I am going to finish this. I had so much I want to talk about. This is so important to 
talk about the way, they are using technology against us. 

That is the head of  DARPA, namely Tony Tether. You want to talk about who could help 
them in 911. Look at a guy like him, I will show you again a picture again, Tony Tether – DARPA.

The futur of human warfare, what I fear is we are saying :
Nanotechnology,  Robotics,  and  Artificial  Intelligence,  Genetic  engineering,  and 

Cognitive science.

What they are trying to do is merge these things together. 
This is the way they control humanity. They are taking the next generation of technology and trying 
to do, what they call the “convergence”. 

Engineering at the atomic level, artificial intelligence, robotic warfare, engineering your food, 
engineering  your  plants,  engineering  your  animals,  chemistry,  engineering  your  children,  gene 
therapy, and studying you, the mass psychology. What the  Tart's institute does, and studying how 
they can manipulate your brain with drugs and different other types of chemical warfare against you 
and your soul control. 
Problems with GNRC, this can create an apocalypse.  Bill Joy wrote about this : “Why the future 
doesn't need us”. 

Again if I guess, we have got again 2 minutes, I will just have to rush through. 

Nanoself-replication  could really get out  of control.  The problem with all these weapon 
systems is this is bigger than the globe less. That is bigger than the globally you know. All these 
things can lead to an apocalypse. 
There is a case in UT right here, somebody dropped a beak full of avian flue, which was genetically 
modified. It could have caused the apocalypse right there, that could have killed all of us. There was 
a  nuclear dead nation last year in Texas, with a nuclear device, where they are trying to break it 
down. 

It  could  happen accidentally.  I  mean,  they don't  have  to  engineer  it  you  know  and the 
direction is lead to a more control, and less person freedom. 

That is the pain after conscience. They want you to think, that you are being watched, glass 
cell, the wall is in the middle and the light are off. They make you think you are watched all the time, 
and in many ways you are, not always, but that's the fear, that they induce to you.

They are trying to create the global information grid. This is Boeing, this is DARPA, this is 
Revolution and Military Affairs. And they say since 1993, we want to microchip you, we want brain 
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implants, link the satellites, automated warfare. This is from Boeing own website, ok, automated 
warfare. That is how they see you, a part of the global information grid. 

They are talking about  brain implants,  DARPA brain machine interface and cyberkinetics, 
linking you to what they call literally, quote : “eye mind system”, type it into google. 
They are merging nanotechnologies, bio-technology and IT engineering the futur of everything. You 
see them coming together. You see the chip to the person's brain attached. You see on one of their 
documents.

Artificial Intelligence :  linking the spy network together.  They are trying to  link all the 
cameras together,  streets cameras everywhere and linking them together in an A eye system. So 
everything you do is tracked, traced, and recorded for that matter like TBO. They call it “Pentagon 
TBO”. Pentagone wants TBO for themselves.

You have got  the  Echellon /  Trailblazer /  Groundbreaker,  that  was an attempt  to  merge 
together the NRO, NSA, and National GO special Intelligence agencies. That is a real open common 
a lot of secrets space weapon researchs. Trying to merge them together with the Echellon program 
and the Trailblazer and the Groundbreaker, but didn't really work, from what I've read. But it's a sign 
of where they are trying to go : merging everything together. 

Genetic engineering : that is Elite directed evolution. They are trying to tell you, what your 
children are going to look like, and also what's your food is going to be. That's how, they poison 
you.

Futur soldiers : live and robotic ; exoskeletons, they want the soldiers on drugs, and smart 
cloth, laser weapons, new helmets, that is not a scene from a videogame hero. That's from Dagger 
website on the right there. 

UAV and robot tanks : they want to eliminate the human element of warfare, making some 
general at sitting behind their back's computer, who can organise this. That is a pre-dominant drum, 
you see the AI insect, this is the tank, the robot tanks being deployed in Irak. They AI launch you 
UAV on unmanned vehicle. 

A lot of this relates to trans-humanism, guys like Craig Curtchwall, who  was at the CFR, 
and  saying  we  are  all  going  to  merge  with  computers,  you  are  going  to  download  your 
conscientiousness, we are all going to merge onto the “eye mind”, and the wide mind technology, 
which obviously they want to keep it for themselves. 

If they want to keep that for themselves, what do you get ? 
You get  Eugenics population control,  which is  Malthusianism on steroids.  You see the 

major players, there  UN population found well fare organisation,  Club of Rome and UNESCO. It 
comes from Thomas Malthus, who sits at the bottom there. In 1968, Club of Rome were saying limit 
the growth, too many people, we have to wiped you all out. But they were right to predict things go 
wrong, for 40 years later, they still have the same agenda. 
They are trying to do, that's why I have the camistair with the little beaker. Because remember this 
thing on UT, doesn't need to be on purpose, might be an accident. That thing dropps, you better 
hope that you have got an immune system. 

They are talking about Anti-matter weapons, this is the AirForce and DARPA, openly in the 
San Francisco Guardian, talking about different weapons system. 

I mean, they will have to take a hook to take me off, that is so important. Really you will have to grab me, I 
mean to, I just feel these stuffs are importants, because there are not getting talked about. You feel ok ?!
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I mean, they are talking about 18 anti-matter weapons, do you know, that they are saying 
these things could destroy the universe, and in all the articles you know this stuff can wiped out the 
overall universe, but they are going ahead with it. 

Space  weapons  system,  you  know :  US  Space  Command,  Los  Alamos,  NRO,  NASA, 
STRATCOM,  AirForce. They are  all directing  along energy weapons.  The  neo-cons  want  new 
nuclear weapons in space.

Do we have some time ? 20 minutes ? I don't know, I will go as fast as I can. We will say 10 minutes – 2 more 
minutes ! With all due respect to you Dr Breed, I am trying to respect this crowd by telling how these people 
are going to get killed. So, that's how I am trying to respect them, so thank you very much, ok ? I am trying to 
tell everybody, what the real threat is, so I'm trying to be respectful to you, ok ? So let's me just go on, I will 
make it as fast as possible, ok, we are all going to die, How is about that is ? This short version ? We are all  
going to die, bye, bye, we screwed ! I mean come on.

There is  weather control, there are the  AirForce, who is saying they want to control the 
weather by 2020. That's related to  the  HAARP, and chem trails system, worked this stuff up.  I 
wouldn't talk about it, you know 10 minutes, I can't. 

There is a next generation of technology, worth it ? 
We need to start asking ourselves : Is it something we want ? Shall we band genetic engineering ? 
Shall we band nanotech, can we ? Can we do it without an authoritarian regime ? 

We need to begin to face these new technologies, beginning to deal with it. It is bigger than 
the global criminally. The technology itself has a life of control, we need to begin to think about these 
issues. 

Who controls the future ? 

The  shadow government,  COG :  NorthCom. They are high line these people. I am just going to 
flash you some of their bases. 

− That is Mac Dill, big 911 player. I will talk about these things.
− Offut, that's another still big player on 911 from STRATCOM. I am just showing you some of 

the bases, where the shadow government is located, right now. 
I will talk about that I am going to flash to be fast. 

− There is a big one, they have just build, rumor it has been built at Kings peak, Utah, office space 
command. 

− There  is  NorthCom,  one  of  the  big  base,  that's  where  the  shadow  government,  Cheyenne 
mountain, FEMA shadow government. That's where, Cheney is a lot of the times. 

− Of course, I ve included Area 51, we are not supposed to talk about that. I am really interest 
about all, where their secret weapon research is being done. 

− Also with Dugway Proving Grounds, that is what people are calling the new area 51. New secret 
research and testing being done on there. 

− AirForce  plant  42,  that  is  Lockheed Skunkwork  works,  Northrop,  Boeing Phantom works, 
where they have got  their work done. I  wanted to  talk about  these plants,  I  can't,  cause of 
interest of time. 

But they are building a new generation of space systems, I mean these stuffs are so amazing, you 
start to talk about UFOs and stuffs, they are talking about that stuff.  Boeing, since 1982 and now 
manifested so, we can see that there is a lag time. I think, they had these things for a long time. It is 
more  Northrop-Lockheed  Martin than  Boeing  basically.  They  want  unmanned  aerial  vehicles, 
automated warfares. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-----

Who is engineering this ? 

-  The  mass  psychology,  the  Tavistock institute,  MIT and  SRI  International,  Standford 
research institute. Those are the people, who work on how to mind controlling you. Doing also the 
big pharma cartel, the XANAX; the SRI is trying to get your children on ADD telling you, they need 
chemically to engineer you, and engineer your thoughts. The pharma cartel is waging a psychological 
war against the American people. They also are trying to pass new freedom immunotiaves, force 
psychological testing. That can breed your nerves.

-  Mass media :  the borg hive mind, 7 corporations control the news. They are spending 
billions  in  fake  news  casts,  operation  Mockingbird. Top  executives  are  in  the  CFR and  the 
Bildelberg. 

- And TV, as Alex says : moves the brain activity from the neo-cortex to the limbic system. 
That's bad, because that's an emotional fight or flight response, whatever you're watching, you are 
getting brain-washed. You might  think you see it into  different  levels, it  is  brain-washing.  The 
flicker rate produces hypnotic state for you, that's the research originally from RCA.

The road to tyranny :  global tax (via the carbon tax), national sales tax, real ID, when you 
pay for everything, every transaction monitored, debtor prisons, all personal credit can be wiped out 
with a single key stroke, eventually move toward implanted microchips. 

Global warming is the back up plan. If you reject the war on terror, they have got global 
warming awaiting in the wings. 
That's how, they put global government, global tax. Maurice Strong (Rockfeller), Gore, Hagel, I will 
talk more about that, but I can't. 

Reasons for hope : 

- the bureaucracy is really inefficient, that's can be hopeful. 
- Trailblazer and Grounbreaker for the NSA are rumored to be failures. 
- 90% are against implantable microchip
- 90% are against the SPP

But false flag terrorism is changing that. 
I mean next one is going to be perfect !
They are not going to  leave any things to  chance, it will be like a movie script.  Nothing left to 
chance. 

4th generation warfare, impotent activism
That is the solution part, I promised you, that's the most important part. 

So I am going to try to do fast flashing out, some advices from MLK. There is almost universal 
question for easy answers, and half big solution. 

“The ultimate tragedy is not the oppression and cruelty by bad people, but the silence 
over that by the good people” 

And he said : he accepts evil without protesting against it is really cooperating with it. So we all need 
to realize it is not enough to be a good person.
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I am so sick and tired of people, who when come 911 up, and said : “I don't want to get 
acted, I just want to be a good person, I am just a good person, is that not enough ?” No that is not 
enough ! They are trying to kill you, ok, don't excuse it. 

Don't  let  you look calm and dissident,  make you think,  it's  ok,  to  sit  around and doing 
nothing, no !You are accomplice, you are a complice in a system of mass and murder genocide. 

So am I ? I don't think, I am above this. I am trying to cast that a little bit. I am trying to fight 
back. I am putting myself above on the stage. I put my soul on the board, alright ? 

You should do, join me, ok, everybody, out of here, I empoor you. I have been among the 
crowd most of the times, just sit on the crowd, it's weird for me to be up here. 

I want you guys to lead. 
I want you to speak up on stage. 
Don't wait for me or Alex, or Jack or anyone to talk, and come to save you. I am not coming 

to save you, I am not superman, I am not a natural leader. I am not going to tell you what to do. 
Research it yourself, and come to it lonely. 
I want to see you guys on stage, next time, there is a conference, I want you and you and 

you, right on the speech, make a powerpoint. 

This movement shouldn't be run from the top – down, 

Let me tell you something :

Risks for 911 “truthers” : I am coming to the A risks :

− we could become an insular cult 
      We don't want that to happen (like AA meeting, or Star Trek convention)

−we don't want expected heroes to lead the “movement” to “victory”, nononono. 
There is no vanguards, that's what the left does. I am not your vanguard. I am not your Noam 
Chomsky.

      Save yourself, you come up on stage next time.

−a lack of social interaction and networking. 
I monger that, we are not talking to each others at these conferences, we come, we watch the 
guy speaks and we leave, we need xxx, we need to talk each others. The Left does that well, we 
are  not  organised  enough.  We don't  want  to  act  overly like  abrasive  religious  zealots  with 
“recruitment” to “waking up” to the truth. That's door-knockers. 

−We need to start to marketing ourselves 
Don't say : “I wake up, and you need to  wake up too.” You are selling that,  like a religious 
fanatical, and people just step away, waah I am going to drink at the calice. 
Take a slow, I am speaking fast, but take it slow, slowdown for people, ok ?

−We could  fall  in  the  JFK  assassination  stuff  with  infighting,  egos,  backstabbing,  FBI 
agents, and diminishing numbers at conferences

−There is another problem : racial and gender homogeneity 
The white male problem : I believe, every speakers on this stage has been a white male, and that 
doesn't mean it is bad. I don't want to see the fake people, and saying oh diversify is good for the 
sake of that. 
I  think  we  need  out  reaches,  toward  the  working  class,  toward  suburban  areas,  Spanish 
speakers, we need to  get the people, who are getting most screwed by the present industrial 
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complex, by the basic economy tyranny on this country,  and that  does speak to  the national 
minorities. 

−There is a single issue focus 
We loose track of everything else, saying 911, 911, 911. We need to talk about global poverty, 
futur technology, and economic breakdown
 
−We are ignoring the real shadow government

−And there is too much fear ! 
You'd better be afraid, but don't let it paralyses you, when we are speaking about solutions. Jack 
xxxx does that a lot, let's talk about local positive formulas. Thing like fluorid eradication in your 
town, go on net, that's what you can do, that's substantive. 

Come to the end here, different types of activism : 

you'd like that ? What ? Did you like that ? Alright, cool.

- This is Noam Chomsky, that is the old version of the how a social man activist. I am talking about 
somebody in the crowd. Chomsky comes and says : “Bildelberg doesn't exist,  CFR is nothing, no 
false flag terrorism, 911 not an inside job”. 

And that is how, they are doing it, they control you with outdated leaders, and left gatekeepers. 

Who funds them ? 

Schumann fund, Rockfeller council, Soros, Mac Arthur. 

We need to begin to look at, who funds these left gatekeepers, who for, basically since the 
60s, which have managed social activism in this country telling you, there is no false flag terrorism. 

World  government,  world  government,  world  government,  world  government,  world 
government, world tax, UN tax, UN population, we need UN population control. 
I mean these guys are crazy, and all these people, who do you think the nation and X and X, and 
Chomsky, and all these people are not talking about 911, that is not a coincidence.

- Week end activism, this is a problem. 
People go after the protest, once a month, and think oh I ve done something. No you even 
didn't read the signs. Make you feel good about yourself, feel jacked up. Nothing get done. 
You could have 10 millions people go, and ministers will say 10 000 people march, found 
them in the protest. 

- That's Jeri-Curl activism as I call it. 
You have got the Milquetoast activism, candle light vigils and other “pacifist” death-ends  
“handle the candle for the soldiers. Yes they are going to murder you, ok ?, you handle the 
candle, they hold the gun”, see who wins !

- Parrot activism : that is mindless sloganeering
 “No blood for  oil”,  “No blood for  oil”.  Give me a  break.  You know,  this  stuff is just  

ridiculous. 
We need to talk to people to the real level. You think, I can put this in our slogan. Treat  
people with some respect, ok ? The population has been dumbed down, people are really 
ignored right now. Treat them with some respect, they can step up to the plate, treat them 
like a dulls and they will come to you. You don't have to dumb it down for everybody with 
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this slogan arrogance. It's overly simplistic, it's a shame. 

- You've got Trantrum activists
That is the phony anarchists, hopeless communists, FBI provocateurs, and felony violence 
persons, these persons are completely out of ideas, smashing the windows, and start about : 
he doesn't know, why he is angry, and he doesn't know, what to do. And he thinks, he is  
doing a revolution, as a little black mask ski, looks like the police state guy himself. 

- That is molotov cocktail activism 
The fast road to a Grand Jury. Hooh, we 'd throw out the molotov at a FBI agency. My 

group tells me to get violent. Ok, that will get you to the Grand Jury. Look what did happen to the 
animal right group, and I think, that nothing is run by FBI agents. 

- Jeri-Curl activism 
World can't wait, and the answer coalition, that is star red front group, who controls the anti-
war movement. We are going to march, we are going to take the streets. And nothing is  
going to get down, and they won't talk about 911, that's the big part. They are actually trying 
to kick 911 people out of the protests.

→  We  need  to  market  ourselves. Jack  xxxx talked  about  this,  try  Federal  Reserve,  
imminent domein, take an issue. I mean, sometimes people are interested by different things. 
Don't get to 911, don't worry, they will get there. The raven all have got different entrees 
points, and get you to the same point. Market ourselves. 
Don't be harsh on people especially with tough lessons : “when I wake up, I wanted to tell 
everyone, I wanted to say, it's 911, it's..., they topple all these things...” And people said :  
“dude, I am not going to take you to my party anymore, can we not have this guy anymore ? 
Can we make sure, he doesn't hang off your friends with this guy”.

→ Calm it down, give people a break 
Jack xxxx says : don't be a brother's key, don't be too harsh on people. Everybody is flawed. I 
'm so deeply flawed, you will not believe it. We are all imperfects. I 'm not trying to get up, 
and tell you I am the Grand leader, man I ve got a lot of flaws. 

So market ourselves, we are not better than other people, because we know about this! 
You happened to research one issue, and you are not better than anyone, help them, don't  
think that you feel superior.

→ Cell activism 
This is the good thing, that others and I do. The power of an individual and a good sign. 
You know “Bush engineered 911”, hanging up the one person, we need to learn from the 
“end is near” crowd. One person and a sign, that's activism, keep it small, keep it local.

→ Fourth generation truth squads, 
That is the concept talked a lot about. Congratulation to Webbs to talk to, that's a brillant 
idea. Go to New Hampshire, hire a van, and confront with our documents of war. That's 911 
commission, next to him, you see a pin up guy underneath there, I think, that's Matt there. 
Gipsy talk, these people are heroes. 

→ This is the next generation of activism, they are fighting for a generation warfare against 
us. That is the 4th generation, advanced activism : DVDs, pamphlets and cheap technology. 
One person on the street, and handle that, we don't need a group, no van guard. 
Don't get orders from me, you could do it, it's cheap, it's easy, it's effective.
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→ Freeway blogging
You can hang up signs, be a freeway blogger, great, right ! 
You effect 10 000 people, who drived by the signs, this is efficient activism. That is, when 
you are starting to use new technologies for yourselves.

→ Blogs
Join us, we have got blogs. I've got mine, infowars, 911 blogger, whatreallyhappenned.com. 
That is some of the ones, I visit. 
Join and start articles, we need some people to start join in. 
Not just wait for polls, or someone to tell you, what is the real truth is. 
Go right  to  yourself,  we need more writers,  we need more thinkers,  you obviously are  
thinkers. You have in yourself, don't think you are nothing, that is what they tell you, you are 
nothing, you are scum, can affect change and the change is in your own head. 

→ I say : untapped activism : the power of the urinal
I want to put 911 truth stickers, above urinals. I am serious, we need to help people, and in a 
lot of different ways, help them creatively, think outside the box here.

→ I just want to tell you, and that's the last slide prepare for the worst
I am trying to be positif, but people talk about when we win, I swear we are coming to the 
end. When we win, when we win, prepare water, stored food, gasoline, generator, batteries, 
passports, gold, safe houses, have a plan ! 
Because it may get bad, this nuclear stuff is not a joke, people say : when we win, when we 
win, we might or might not, so prepare ok ?

→ Last thing : that is my own deal. I am not a new age freak, but I am saying, there is a 
spiritual all for human. 
The reason, I put spiritual all : GM food is a war on your chakras. 
It is a war on your soul eye. It is a war on your holographic soul. 
I am encouraging people, it is not a new age bang, to look at the things, like  yoga, and  
meditation, and acupuncture. 
That is, how you get your third eye spinning, you know. 
That is a war on you soul, on your spiritual connection. 
That's your pineal gland, where is your warning. You need to look into these things, it is not 
new age. I mean a lot of this is, but crazy people, a lot of this isn't. 
There is real sign behind this. 

→ And last thing here : subtle eugenics 
Clean up your body and mind. The GM food lead to tumors. You've got GM soy, corn, rice, 
tomatoes, the prodigene HIV corn, the Fluoride. MTBE is suppressing your pineal gland,  
and disrupting the spiritual side of man. 
Pesticides lead to cancer and hormone disruption, so called “gender bending”. 
Clean up your  food folks,  look after  this  stuff.  Look up into  the ingredients,  do  some  
research. Meat, milk have meat growth hormones, and mad cow disease CJD. 
You need to build up your immunity and purge toxins with right supplements.

→ Throw out the TV
Because it is mind control you 

→ And above all, fight back, just get active please. 

This is my last slide, I am just telling you guys : it is not enough to know anymore, nor it was in 
2002, 2003, 2004, 2005 and even 2006, it is not enough anymore. You can't just go on the present, 
and say I read the articles today, I am a truth heroe. Because you talk your friends and you read 
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some articles about Iran, no ! 

→ Get out, warn people
The end is near, unless we stop it. Those people “ the end is near” for a millenium, people 
have said “the end is near, we are all going to die, the apocalypse”. 
People  have  always  said  that.  Yeah,  this  time  is  real.  Nanotech  could  kill  us,  genetic  
engineering, anti-matter weapons, HAARP system, these are real war tools, and you could 
all die. 

The gun is to your head, the key is fight back ! 

It is not enough to know, it is enough to get active !

I thank you all for giving me the time, 

I hope I was respectful. 

[clapping].

The end.

Notes :
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